B.E.Man’s WW1 correspondence - How the documents are organised
The names of objects, i.e., scanned-in images, transcribed documents and the folders holding them, are explained below
under Corpus structure and assignment of object names, followed by Examples of folders and contents.
The sizes of most corpus pages vary from postcard up to larger than A4. Most of the 418 page images are JPG files cropped
to the original size, but two larger pages were scanned in parts and pieced together as PDFs instead. A ‘page’ is not only one
side of a letter, but also one side of a postcard, envelope or enclosure. The legibility of some has been enhanced.
Each document consists of at least one page and is a single missive with, when known, its date, a sender, where sent from, an
addressee and some comments. Multiple pages were copy-typed into one Word DOCX per document, saved as a PDF.
Curiosities of spelling, punctuation and layout have been reproduced in the transcription, and italic text marks a word
guessed when legibility is bad. Occasional explanatory comments are inserted in red font. Where relevant, additional
reference material has also been inserted into some transcriptions.

Corpus structure and assignment of object names
Pages are grouped into documents, with each document in a separate folder. A document is typically either a postcard or an
th
envelope containing a letter. The corpus runs from August 10th., 1914 to May 25 ., 1917 and consists of 179 documents.
Documents were assigned a 3-digit serial number in acquisition sequence. I.e., when each was first picked out of the
unsorted corpus, it was allocated the next unused number, from “001” on, which also forms part of every object name in that
document’s folder. When documents are later sorted into time sequence, these 3-digit numbers appear in jumbled order.
Document folder names are built from the document's date in YYYYMMDD form, then a space, then the document number.
A few have a brief comment after a further space. Most of these comments reflect the place name in the postmark.
The name structure of each page image is "doc"+NNN+(X+)tail, where NNN is the item number, zero-prefixed, and the tail
reflects the status of the page within the item. Some tails end with "1" or "2" when a page has a non-blank back as well as a
front. The (X+) is because a few page tails are prefixed with an upper-case letter to show that the page was either not
written by EJFGM or was not written to BEM but was in her possession:B = from brother-in-law W.Worship
J = to or from son John
L = to or from son Lionel
K = to Keith and Keith (financial company)
M = to Miss Matthews
W = from Westminster Bank
Every page tail consists of a lower-case letter, and some also have a second letter or a numeral. These codes are:a, b, c, etc. = the sequence in which the pages were written and should be read. Some pages were written, book-style, on
already folded paper. When opened out for scanning, this gives two half-sheets, many of which thus appear in
reverse order, and these have with a tail sequence such as "ba".
i = a photograph, drawing, etc. When the image has a non-blank back, the respective tails end in "i1" and "i2".
p = a postcard. The tail of the address or other front side ends in "p1", and the other side in "p2".
z = an envelope. A few envelopes have a note on the back too, giving two pages, with tails ending in "z1" and "z2".
Page images are stored in document folders, and document folders are grouped in topic folders. 1 Describe is a topic folder
containing a biographical summary and the guide that you are now reading. Other topic folder names consist of a year in
YYYY form followed by a count of the document folders held there, whose names are explained above.
Sorting the name column of a list of document folders from A to Z in File Explorer arranges them into time sequence,
regardless of the system-generated timestamp that tells when each folder was created or last amended. Reading the PDFs in
time sequence conveys the sense of unfolding events and attitudes, military, social and financial.

Examples of folders and contents
Man correspondence during WW1 - 178 documents - 416 pages, the top level, holding 5 topic folders, two of which are:1914 - 60 documents, the topic folder for 1914, one document folder within which is:nd
19140902a 070 Sandwich
Document no. 070, the first of two postcards from Sandwich sent on 2 Oct.
doc070p1.jpg
The address side of a postcard to BEM at “Standen”, postmarked 10AM.
doc070p2.jpg
The message side of the postcard.
Transcription 070.docx
The copy-typed version in Word, also giving all known details.
Transcription 070.pdf
The PDF image of the Word version.
1916 - 42 documents, the topic folder for 1916, one document folder within which is:th
19160310 097 Chattenden, Rochester Document no. 097, a letter in its envelope, dated 10 . Mar. 1916.
doc097a.jpg
The first page of the letter on unfolded paper, blank on the back.
doc097cb.jpg
The third and second pages on prefolded paper, opened up for scanning.
rd
nd
doc097d.jpg
The fourth page, overleaf of the 3 . and 2 . pages, with paper opened up before writing.
doc097z.jpg
The envelope, with two halfpenny stamps put on upside down.
Transcription 097.docx
Transcription 097.pdf

Stephen Durnford

08 August 2014
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Biographical summaries of B.E.Man and E.J.F.G.Man
The purpose of this document is to supply the social background to the correspondence from 1914 to 1917 that was retained
by my grandmother, Beatrice Man, and is currently in my stewardship. Many letters are still in their envelopes. The
companion page to this one, “About the documents”, describes how the correspondence has been organised electronically.
EJFGM’s father, Edward Garnet Man (1837 – 1920), had been Assistant Commissioner of Bengal and Government Advocate
of Burma, and EJFGM continued in the legal profession in British Burma. His father’s first-hand record of the “Indian Mutiny”
is another key document. EJFGM was usually known as “Garnet”, and all his children but the last were born in Rangoon.
(Edward) Garnet and Beatrice were married in 1902 in St Leonards-on-Sea, Sussex, and then returned to Burma. They owned
the first car in Burma, as pictured below, and my grandmother was also that country’s first lady driver - a terrifying
experience, I was told. The rear passenger, (4), is EJFGM’s mother, Catherine Jane née Matthews (1843 – 1919).

They lost their third child, Evelyn, and their two surviving children were John Henry Garnet Man (1906 – 1993) and my
mother, Catherine Mary Felicity Man (1913 – 1977). More family details may be found via http://www.manfamily.org.
War against Germany was declared on 5 August 1914, and EJFGM by then was living with his family at “Standen”, Benenden,
Kent (now Grade II listed). Without delay he enlisted as a private in the Territorials at the age of 44, despite being of what
some call “the officer class”, and his first letter home is dated 10 August 1914. He appears to have left the army on age and
nd
health grounds at his own request, having finally made 2 . lieutenant, and having never left the country. Raids by “Zeps” on
southern and eastern coastal towns are the closest he came to combat.
The correspondence charts the steps in the training of recruits, with observations on fellow soldiers and the war. His
unworldly wife is instructed or chided about the management of investments, servants, suppliers and a small farm. There
are many funny episodes, and he kept up social contacts, visiting them when posted somewhere close enough. A few items
were sent to or from other people, including their two sons. Reading the correspondence like a diary reveals much about the
social pressures and changes wrought by the war on what might be classified as an upper middle class Edwardian family.

Stephen Durnford

07 August 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 108
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: The Fernley
At:
Commercial and Family Temperance Hotel, Ashford, Kent Tel.: 47
Mr. And Mrs. Steadman, Proprietors
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 10 Aug., 1914

My Sweetheart – We have had orders to turn up at 9. Tomorrow so I have tacked on to a young friend I have
made & we are staying here for the night. The sergeant offered to get me off at the last moment but I was not
going to funk it at the last moment. We had to strip before the Doctor he looked at my teeth & said ‘Oh you’ve
got them one side puss*’. So here I am awaiting marching orders It will make a better man of me than I was.
One is right in giving a lead to others besides it is Country, Country, Country. I will let you know what I have to
get. We have no kit served out as yet. Kiss my little ones all round sweetheart.
Much love dear heart
Your loving
Hubby,
Garnet
 I.e. ‘pus’.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

19 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 057
From: EJFGM
To: Messrs. Keith and Keith via BEM Dated: 14 Aug., 1914
At: Ashford
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: postcard with request to be forwarded, but apparently not done.

As I have joined the ’Terriers’ as an old National Reservist just leaving for Canterbury please approach both life
assurance Coys as under the Trust as to any extra for Home Service only. Kindly approach reply to my wife.
E.J.F.Garnet Man

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

19 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 115
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: 55, Haverlock Rd., Canterbury
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope; date deduced from context

Dated: 17 Aug., 1914 Sunday

My Sweetheart. I have struck up a friendship with another private & we are billeted with six old regular noncommissioned officers in the above house. They are all good quiet married men, We are lucky. They have all got
leave off Sat/Monday. On Saturday we paraded at 8.a.m. & then took a 12 mile route march. It is grand marching
to the band. Brass band in front which play alternately with the drums & fifes behind. Curiously enough I have
never suffered a moment from my nervous depression since I joined. So far I love it. We sleep on a mattress on
the floor. Bugles call us at 5.a.m. parade at 8. I was much amused at the orderly room for letters, The person
who gave it to me said “Do you see what is written on the envelope. We are clever enough to find you. you see”
We had two regiments in the Cathedral about 2000. in all at parade service at 9.30. It was truly grand. You
should have heard the hymn ‘Onward Xtian soldiers’. The person who took the service is a ‘terrier’ officer also.
Dont forget dear I want a photo of you all & will get mine as soon as possible. I feel ten years younger & in
splendid fighting trim. It is going to be a long job this & I shall come to you in splendid trim. Thank God for life,
health & strength. We are having organ recitals at 8.15. four times this week & other musical programmes.
Please dear tell ^C to make ^up a box of apples & damsons & send it to Mrs Goldsmith, 55. Haverlock Road.
Canterbury & pay carriage. Please send me on Spectators. & all papers. How are you dear. I shall get leave about
once a month I hope Sat/Mon. If you want any help dont forget to call on Walter.
I shall save money. You get 1/- a day & the kids 5d or so each all the time I am away. Give my love to the boys.
Tell them to guard the house & you & all. Love to Felicity.
Always sweetheart
Your loving so
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

15 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 123
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: 55 Havelock Street,
At:
Canterbury
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 18 Aug., 1914

File these letters
My Sweetheart
I am really writing this seated in a recreation hall erected especially for the Terriers. A nice room where tea & a
cake is supplied at 1½d each the two. We have received our bounty to-day £5. We shall also get 1/- each & your
sweet wife draw 1/1. Separation allowance per day & each child child up to 16, 2 each so we are earning money.
You had better settle with Cecil about the price you want for the house. Remember that we can do nothing
without the consent of the ‘Trustees’. People are awfully good & kind. Every wish in this room is satisfied. I am
trying to find a place where I can get a warm bath. I shall suggest to the chair gentleman sitting in the chair could
arrange it. This evening we have an oratorio in the Cathedral which will be grand. Mother has sent me a ham &
some beef corned. Three of our number have left the house . We now only number 5 all told. The landlord is a
copper-smith wife & one son a motor driver, Very nice people. We have 60 from Wye College coming, with young
Dunstan in command, all of whom I understand have offered for active service. This morning I was up at 5,
washed & shaved in the kitchen, blacked my boots, downed my uniform, cup of tea parade 7-8. Breakfast tea,
bread, butter & jam, parade 9.15 till 1.15. dinner, hash & bread & butter pudding parade 2 to 3, & the rest of the
day to ourselves. We have mattresses on the floor & army blankets. It is a grand life. The only bad thing is that I
have a blister on my foot owing to the big boots. The secretary of this Terrier recreation room has just been
talking to me named Waterfield & curiously enough his father was head of ‘Temple Grove’ (see p. 2) my first
school & he had several brothers at Westminster with me. Take advice dear from Weston on anythingconcerning
the farm he promised to help you so just ask him. Tell Remember that poultry will only pay when food is cheap. I
wrote to Bannister telling him that he must keep his prices low to me. I shall come out of this war a better man
love. I read your N. Testament to my friend Dodd last night. This is a wonderful life & truly dear I love it much.
Give my boys & little one kisses all round. Heaps of love to yourself.
Always your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

21 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 070
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Sandwich
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: postcard, postmarked 10am

Dated: 2 Sep.,1914
(earlier in the day)

Send me another flan shirt please sweetheart. It is getting colder of a morning now. That was a most pleasant
guard yesterday. I am out of a morning now by 5.30 & it is lovely They are raising another battalion of the Buffs
for service. Just off to physical drill I like that drill. Much love sweetheart
Garnet

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

21 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Sandwich
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: postcard, postmarked 11.30am

Dated: 2 Sep., 1914
(later in the day)

I have a special duty to perform on the rations, which should mean promotion. It may also mean love that I may
have to stick with my nose to the grindstone If that is so love you had better come here for a time when the boys
to school. It is certainly easier work. I am progressing. Much love darling.
Garnet

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

21 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 123

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

21 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 049
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 3 Sep., 1914
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope; year not given and deduced; earlier of two sent that day

I am sitting beside the grub whilst the Coy is out on drill. I do Corporals work. Have to draw rations at 6.30. This
morning I commandeered a small hand-cart much to the sergeants delight as we had been accustomed to use a
blanket which to my mind is not nice. The sergeant was highly amused. I have to take all sick men up to the
orderly room, receive & give out all letters, carry despatches. Last night a man had a fit so I had to run & fetch the
doctor. There was not much wrong with him beyond over fatigue. We are having glorious weather. It would be
nasty for us if wet. Every one is kindness itself, always ready to give or lend. The whole face of human nature is
changed, the hop-pickers always give us a cheer & we give them a word or two as they pass which is reciprocated.
It is a quiet but jolly life & I love it. I eat a good breakfast. Cold pork bread & jam & tea. My mates like me & I am
a bit handy. Somehow they dont know how to manage things. I am quite surprised to find how very helpless
they all are. They are all very kind to me. I have been able to get warm baths for the non-coms which is a great
help. Just off to get a pal a pail of warm water
Much love
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

24 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 056
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Sandwich
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: postcard; later of two sent that day

Dated: 3 Sep., 1914

The sergeant told me that he had recommended me for my lance corporal stripe and that I should be pushed on.
My foot is on the rung of the ladder & please God I shall mount it
Garnet

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

22 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 113
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 4 Sep., 1914
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope; date not given, but deduced from content ± one day.

I am afraid Sweetheart that I shall not be able to leave till after 12. Saturday returning Sunday 10 p.m. It would be
jolly if you could motor over & take me back, however I will let you know. Mother writes that she can have baby
over. I keep quite fit but the awful chalky water binds me up tight & I have to take ‘cockles’ every other day I
have the greatest contempt for the non-commissioned officers. Under the eyes of the officers they are all right in
barracks they are useless. They care neither for the affection nor the respect of their men. I begin to see now
that I do have make a good impression on the men. They say that their food has never been served up to them so
nicely. You must bring baby love. Have to wash the table down.
Much love dear
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

24 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 058
From: EJFGM
At: Sandwich
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 5 Sep., 1914

You will be pleased to hear that I have got my first stripe. It is getting much nicer and cooler. The Germans have I
think been fought to a standstill. Much love from your Lance-Corporal & 3d a day extra.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

22 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 055
From: EJFGM
At: Sandwich
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 6 Sep., 1914

Can only go to evening service as I am on duty. My foot is on the rung of the ladder & I must mount. I want my
Spectators. Had to pay 1d on these war papers. Much love sweetheart.
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

22 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 121
From: EJFMG
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 7 Sep., 1914 Monday

My Sweetheart,
It has been an awfully hot day. I have to draw rations at 6.30., again at 9 & again at 1. Answer three
bugle calls during the day about letters, distribute letters amongst the company. Take up all orders to the orderly
room from the sergeants mess. In fact I am on duty all day. We have a lecture on 6.30-7.30. The captain gives
tells you all about tactics. He can if he likes make it interesting on the other hand it can be made very slow. So
glad to hear about the Davidsons & hope that she will get something. I am learning up the drill-book. I have seen
several what look like ‘homing’ pigeons circling round this town & shall report this matter. I will get my photo
taken a little later on I have plenty of cash for the job. I wonder what Florrie thought of your opening her box
which she so carefully locked. Dont pay out too much to Rose as you will want all the money you can get. How
many sheep have you?, Tell Cook you must have the money for that calf? Who has bought it. You sell for cash &
Cook knows it. I want dates please when boys return to school (etc), when you go to Halstead.
Your loving
Lance-Corporal.
I swagger with a stripe on my arm.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

22 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 122
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 9 Sep., 1914

My Sweetheart,
(1) Please send the draft to me which you state is in the drawer. (2) As regards Brazil 4%, You can only do
nothing. This is what I mean when I say that our income is reduced, at the same time you can get your separation
allowance 1/1 + 2d for each child which makes up. (3) Send me the papers which come with your separation
allowance. (4) Tell Bannister to make out a another bill for the back lots the show them to Cook & send them on
to me please Cook must keep an account of all things bought with prices paid then he can check bills as they
come in. (5) Ask Cook why you have not received £5. for calf if dear there is any trouble approach Weston
(+6 more underlines!)
Weston promised to look after things a bit for me so utilise him. Dont show him any bills you have to pay. only
when you have to receive ask him to collect for you.
When you reply to this letter dear just keep the letter beside you & reply in detail. When in trouble go to Weston.
(that is just what he is there for). Yes dear the war news is much brighter & I certainly believe that the tide has
turned. We will win in the end I think. I am sorry to hear about Lionel being so seedy. The boy is not strong I
know.
All is well sweetheart.
Your loving
Lance Corporal

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

22 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 088
From: EJFGM
At: Sandwich
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 10 Sep., 1914

Have been so busy all day I have not had time to look around A man was taken to hospital with ‘tonsilitis’ late last
evening & I had to follow him up this morning. The R.A.M.C lines were some way out. Getting on well. Glad the
weather is fine It would be disagreable in wet weather. Much love lass,
Garnet
-----Tell me again date you take boys to school

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

24 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 013
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: ?10 Sep., 1914
th
At: A.Coy, V Buffs, Sandwich
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope; date not given, but deduced from the context ±2 days

Sl

‘

A.Coy Vth Buffs,
Sandwich.

Tuesday.
My Sweetheart. This is a rum rough life. Last night I offered to help with the blankets so I was given an extra one
in return. I write this on the floor resting the paper on my kit bag. The officer is paying out the weekly wage 1/- a
day. I shall get my turn soon. I am saving money. be a bit careful sweetheart. ‘Brazil’ will not pay interest & I
dont know how many more may not. In fact if you can do without Rose, please let her go when L goes back. It
may turn out rather serious if dividends dont come in. They must be watched very closely. Please get rid of one
servants. Our Income is bound to come down by £50 or £60 per annum fduring the war. All leave is stopped.
This morning up at 5. Rifle & bayonet drill at 7. Parade at 8.45. march 2½ miles to the sea & dig trenches. We are
to dig trenches between Ramsgate & Deal. All along the coast. Things look a bit black on the Continent. We may
have to defend the coast yet. They are training us down hard We certainly need it, After trenching this morning
we paddled much to our delight. It was hot marching home where we arrived at 2. in time for Bully beef & bread.
How delicious it tasted washed down with shandy. Dont forget love to put B Coy on my letters. I have not heard
since Sunday,
God bless you all
Your loving Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

24 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 114
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 12 Sep., 1914

You forgot ‘B. Coy’ on your last
---------Sept 12th 1914
I have more time to-day sweetheart as the troops have gone out on a route march. The weather has turned
out much cooler than it was which makes it much pleasanter for work This water is so chalky it simply stops us
all up. There are several big wigs in the corps. Lord Ipswich & some other man like myself so our Company
Battalion is very select. Yes sweetheart I shall put in for leave next Saturday they only grant 5% of passes &
even then they often stop them at the slightest rumour. This Saturday for instance owing to a scare off
Maryafe all leave is to be stopped. I think however love that if anyone gets it I shall as I believe that I am a
persona grata with them all. Do you remember a Mr Nicholls at Wye, both Father & son are in the ranks.
Nearly every able bodied man in Wye has joined the colours. This will not now be a very long job I think. We
have the Germans on the run. I am told that the feeling of bitterness against England is very strong indeed by
the Germans. Wait till the little Goorkas get at them. Tell Nannie to hold herself ready to bring the little girl
for Saturday in case all is well. I have to see about the roast meat Kisses to my boys & girl & lots to yourself.
Always your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

25 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 093
From: EJFGM
At: Sandwich
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 16 Sep., 1914

I have asked the Captain but leave can only be granted (if any) from 12 p m on Saturday till 10 p m
Sunday. I think I shall get my 20 hours leave. If you could motor over to M r. Macmeikans & wait there
for me it would be jolly about 1.
Love
Garnet

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

25 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 044
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope; year deduced from context

Dated: 17 Oct., 1914

My Sweetheart.
If you could come in a motor to Mr Macmeikan’s at about 12.30 it would be jolly. The Captain has
passed my leave it shall have to go up to the Colonel & to be signed. There are only 5. out of every 100 men
allowed leave so I am lucky to get it altho’ they could scarcely refuse a lance-corporal looking forward to seeing
you & counting the hours. The Captain has just inspected all kits & I get my 10/- as mine is in order.
Good bye love.
Your loving son
Garnet
[overleaf]
J. A. Macmeikan esq.
The Old House
Strand Street

Sandwich,
---Let me know
if you can
come
[from on-line]

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

15 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 053
From: EJFGM
At: Sandwich
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 22 Sep., 1914

Glad to get your letter sweetheart & to hear that all is well with you. My cold is much better. The local chemist
gave me something which he uses at home. It is jolly drilling out in the fields now-a-days. The cool crisp air bucks
you right up. Send me nighties love. Govt. is going to give us all new suits. Much love sweetheart.
Garnet

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

25 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 084
From: EJFGM
At: Sandwich
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 23 Sep., 1914

We are all being moved out of our present billets into private houses. It should be much more comfortable if we
should happen to strike a nice land-lady. I am sorry for some things as we had settled down. Much love dear.
Same address. Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

25 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 27 Sep., 1914 Sunday

My Sweetheart.
about Insurance
Send that paper ^ to The London County & Westminster Bk. & ask them to pay on due date. Only
dear be very careful & file their receipt so that if it is forgotten they are responsible, that is to say the Bank is
responsible. The Bank will know what they paid last year. Poor old girl, I expect the days do pass too quickly still
sweetheart the days that drag are the days lost. See if Emma can fill the gap before you get another servant. I
think love that it would be wiser for you to shut up after the boys holidays. Then do sell all cattle and sheep. It
would be unwise to leave stock on the land of any kind. Dont employ Rolf too much. It makes Cook a bit more
lazy. This of course I leave to you. Cook must finish that door before winter. That room is too dark & dreary. I
find that I am too old to volunteer for foreign service. Dodd is trying for a commission. I hope for his own sake
that he gets it. We had a nice parade to-day “Bear ye one another’s burdens”. The singing was not up to the
mark. Tell me please about the new arrival. How do you like them. Remember the Spectator.
Always dear your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

25 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 014
From: C M Blanford
To: BEM
Dated: 28 Sep., ?1914
At: Broadstairs
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope, with newspaper cutting pinned on; year not given and
assumed to be th earliest; the sender’s identity is unclear.
Staircase Villas
St Peter’s Park Road
Broadstairs
Sept 28th.
Dear Mrs Man.
This pattern is some thing like the warm waistcoat’s I make I have done this pattern also: xxxx when the
war is over your husband will like a waist coat made Eva’s way which a tailor has to make up & charges about a
pound for doing it: Janie & I walked back to Broad Stairs I took just under an hour: with love.
Yours very sincerely
C M Blanford

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

25 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 083
From: EJFGM
At: Sandwich
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 29 Sep., 1914

I write this after tea with Mr. and Mrs. Dodd the latter has taken rooms down here. The rooms I hope that later on
you may occupy. Quite close to our own new quarters which are nice cosy & comfy. The same three together.
The room we are in is much warmer than the others. Good night love. Will return boys letters tomorrow. Love.
Garnet

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

25 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 011
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: YMCA [location not evident]
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter on YMCA paper without envelope

Dated: 4 Oct., 1914 Sunday

My Sweetheart. We had a delightful Service this morning. When ‘Tommy’ does know a hymn he lets his lungs go
& certainly the result is good. ‘Onward Xtian soldiers’ is a hymn well known by them all. We are lucky to have all
this beautiful weather. Our drummer boy is an awful worry. He eats & eats. I think that there is something
wrong with him & shall speak to the Captain about his going to the Doctor. Capt Eric Clark, Lieuts Waite,
Hardcastle, & Lustington are our officers at present but they constantly shift. Yes the men are very good to me
indeed. To-day a man came & offered to wash up my plate (etc) Yes, Sweetheart, when we are a little more
settled I certainly hope that you will be able to come & stay a few days in the place. At present we may be moved
at any moment. Dodd’s wife has taken rooms quite close bye & he turns out early sleeps there at nights turning
up early in the morning. If per chance we should stay on I will try arrange for you to take the rooms. We are
almost bound to be moved however perhaps to Dover. So long as the little girl keeps fit & well she will do. Dont
forget dear to get a receipt from Mr. Hoare for those 25+(?) shares as this is our only security in case he should die
(the cheque counterfoil of course is worth something but not enough), Later on I should like that woolly bear of
Aunt Mary’s but not yet. I sleep very warm, my cold has gone. Am writing to Lionel.
Much love
Always your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

25 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 040
From: EJFGM
At: Sandwich
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 14 Oct. 1914

Excuse this dirty card. I hear again that we are not to be moved so I will enquire of Dodd the cost of his wife’s
rooms. The weather is starting to turn a bit colder. Sorry dear to hear about Eva. Ask Auntie (A. J. is at Sandgate)
to go & see her. Cheer up darling. We are all trying to do our duty. The lot of the women is the harder to bear.
What must it be for wives whose dear ones are at the front? Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

21 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 109
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 13 Oct., 1914 Tuesday
(presumed earlier of two that day)

My Sweetheart, The officer has just been to pack ou inspect our rifles as to day was a wet day when we were out
on duty. Young Hardcastle told me that there was a rebellion at Cape Town & that Gen. Young commanding this
Division was coming over from Canterbury to see all the officers of the regiment this evening & there is a chance
that the regiment may be sent to S. Africa. There is a report that the National Reserve will be put on to guard all
bridges & rail ways in order to release all Territorials. The boys in the next room have borrowed a gramophone
with a very long repertoire of music which they will keep on playing. I never cared about the ‘phone’ but this one
makes a break in the monotony. Drill is now becoming much more interesting with our out-post duty day or
night. Several thousand marines naval reserve have returned close here from Antwerp. they were only half
trained & did not I think distinguish themselves very well. They called it ‘Hell’
Every Englishman will have to tighten his belt soon.
Dear little Felicity. I am sorry to hear she is not well perhaps she is right again by this time. I don’t understand
why Emma is with you. Where is Nanny? On her holiday. I thought Emma was on her hol. Has Rose gone dear?
We are glad to get back here again from Hythe. Under canvas 13 in a small bell tent was not comfortable. Give
my love to all around you & kiss the little girl from me
Goodbye sweetheart.
Always your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

27 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 179
From: EJFGM
To: Miss Matthews*
Dated: 13 Oct., 1914 Tuesday
At:
At: 6 Montagu St., Portman Square, W
(postmark 5.15 PM)
Inclusions and comments: picture postcard of EJFGM and unnamed colleague
[* The recipient is presumably a member of his mother’s family]
Do you like this photo. We have not long returned from Hythe shooting. I did quite well at the ‘butts’. I dont like
the look of things on the continent at all.
Love Garnet
[Here he is, on the left, with his newish
lance corporal’s stripe visible.]

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

27 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 010
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 14 Oct., 1914 Wednesday

My Sweetheart. There was great excitement to-day. All the regiment was paraded & the C.O. said that if 60% of
the men volunteered for foreign service the regiment would be sent for 6 months to India to complete its training
& then to the front. I gave the matter a great deal of thought & did not volunteer remaining behind with the
others. Very very few of the National Reserve volunteered. We were always intended for guards and that I
expect will be the end of it as it should be. The men left behind will all be wanted & the post of danger is much
more likely to be at home than out east. Cecil has just sent me a nice little box of potted meats (etc). I am sorry
to say good bye to my old friends who have been with us for over 5 8 weeks now. Dodd is going anyhow. If dear I
can get leave for three days next week tell me when is the best time to come & talk over matters. I am not sure
but I might get leave. Dont build too much on it as it may not come off. Glad to hear good news of F. How are
you in yourself. Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

25 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 060
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 16 Oct., 1914 Thursday

My Sweetheart.
Please send 15/- to Knowles & Coy enclosing the statement herewith & they will understand. Have
just come off guard after 24 hours of it. There was one young man a guard who was so tired that I found some
difficulty in waking him up. I was much afraid that he would sleep through his watch 1 - 3. so I sat up with him &
scarcely slept a wink last night. The officer came around with a wire ‘naval baloon will leave to-night if sighted
warn guards not to fire’. Curiously enough I had warned my guard to look out for aerial craft with the idea of
firing. I don’t think dear that I shall be able to come next week after all however we shall see. It was very
interesting to watch the different characteristics of these boys. Todd has a few days leave as he goes to India
Wednesday Sunday week. God night sweet Beatrice
Always your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

25 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 063
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Sandwich
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 19 Oct., 1914 Monday

My Sweetheart. There is great excitement over all the boys (except about 200) getting ready for India. The
officers, the majority of whom have never been outside their villages are more excited than the men. On
Saturday some 200 men came in & we the ‘home service’ lot were paraded & had to lay down our equipments,
arms & overcoats & those men who had none were allowed to take them up as they were going abroad. No one
took my coat which I collared again. This morning I approached the C.O. & asked permission that next time we
were forced to lay down our over-coats if I might be allowed to fight for mine. He said that it would not occur
again. If it does occur again we shall in all probability fight for them. You see dear th I do not want you to fix up
with Cecil because if you let ‘Standen’ I should like you to take a house in the place where I am stationed. I doubt
if we shall be moved from here. They will in all probability build up another batallion on the nucleus left. We call
ourselves the ‘active service’ lot & the others the ‘foreign contingent’. We shall most likely have to fire at German
aeroplanes whilst they are sporting on the high seas. I regret saying ‘good bye’ to my pal Dodd. He is however 10
years younger than I am & has never been abroad. They leave Friday for the East. & expect to return in 6 months
time. How much better the news is from the front. The story of the woman’s suffering in this war has yet to be
written. Much love.
Always your loving
Hubby
Monday, Oct 19th
1914.
Sandwich

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

26 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 062
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 20 Oct., 1914

On Saturday
My Sweetheart.
Did you know that A. Mary had been very ill with heart. The Doctor was quite alarmed at her,
in fact I doubt if she can last the winter. I noticed the great change in her when at Hythe. If she does go out I
shall have to go over. They give leave I believe under these conditions. No dear I am not offended because I
know that Standen under present conditions cannot be a lively place. I do want you dear wife to write & consult
or talk & consult with Mrs Hoare, A Lone mother or any trusted person. None of you I know dear care about doing
this, poor old Eva asks questions & never listens to answers, & others are the same. There are I think one or two
golden rules to observe. Let first then look around for another home. With all due respect to your relation I feel
that the shortness of his own cash rather prompts the idea more than affection consequently if things should turn
up better he may prefer his own way of life un again untramelled by women & children. I doubt very much
sweetheart, if you will find it cheaper in the long run. Advertise the place through Mrs Hoare. If you like I will
write to her. I know perfectly well that there is a great deal of work & booing before you, I also know that
woman’s work, altho’ silent & unsung, in this war is exceedingly hard & wearying more so than most of us know &
realise. It is affecting Mother also very seriously. We have no drills of any sort & nothing doing. As we have
nothing to do I am wiring to you to come here for a night or two. I can get good lodgings. Bring a few bank &
papers.
Much love.
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

26 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 059
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: London postmark
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: empty envelope, perhaps contained 062

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

26 May 2014

Dated: 22 Oct., 1914
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 061
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Sandwich
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 24 Oct., 1914 Saturday

My sweetheart. I am so sorry to hear about your having to lug down that case to the station. I returned to the
house about 9.30 & asked the landlady if you had caught the bus & she said ‘yes’. So of course I thought that all
was right with you. Poor old girl! I was am sorry to hear it. This morning Capt Clark came & asked me to take
some of the ‘Home Service’ men on a short route march to Ash which I did. I passed Capt Maynard in full uniform
saluted & could not help Smiling to myself at his stern martial expression. It I am alright only a bit anxious as to
the future but if the worst comes to the worst I shall ask Mannington to apply for me as a guard near Beachy
Head. I should then be near home & anchored. To-day they were calling for great coats so the colour-sergeant
said to me ‘you had better go up to the orderly room & get the letters’ which meant that I need not go on parade.
These are hard, stressing times but still one must face them as the end will be good all round. The country will
come out all the stronger for its suffering. It pays better dear to eat than to sell fowls. Try Mother & all friends
first. The birds being young should fetch 2/6 to 3/- each for eating. Tell Cook to ask ‘Small’ to have a look at
them. Winter laying birds should be worth 3/- each. Dont sacrifice them sweetheart. A large number of ‘home
service’ men belonging to the IV Buffs left here to-day so the place appears to be very empty. What it will be like
when all the foreign service chaps leave on Tuesday & there are only some 6 or so left in the house I do not know.
Good bye old girl. I enjoyed having you so much. Much love.
Always your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

19 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 161
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Sandwich
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 28 Oct., 1914

Sweetheart
Out all the morning digging trenches. Just a line before going on guard to-night, the last night before they leave
for India. Saw Mr & Mrs Dunstan in a car in the distance come down to say good-bye. One of their girls also. They
have taken nothing of mine altho’ they have tried hard, I have done the lot. Our new Colonel has come so we
shall I think stay here for some time, Shall be very sorry to lose Dodd, he leaves me his patent bed.
Just got orders.
Good bye.
Much love
Garnet

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

26 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 054
From: EJFGM
At: Sandwich
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 31 Oct., 1914 Saturday

We have not gone yet but expect to leave for Ashford at any moment. This of course means nearer home when I
shall try & get 3 days leave. It will be rather nice to get into Civilian clothes again. Going into Mac Meikans
tonight The place is very dreary now without the rest. Look out for a Tenant. Love
Saturday
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

29 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 110
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 1 Nov., 1914

My Sweetheart ... We have not gone yet although a wire has come through telling the senior officer to ‘Stand By’
which means that we must leave within 24 hours. The Liverpools or a Lancashire regiment are coming here. In
regard to your questions very sorry sweetheart about those socks my mistake I admit with humble apologies. Yes
get Cook to close up that other in conformity with the larger work I think would be best but you can best settle
that. The glass over the door wont look well. It is better that he should do all the wood-work necessary. I think
dear before I make any change in my present position it would be wiser for me to wait a little. It will come later
on. Promotion is likely to come now that we are the ‘Reserve’ Batallion’ centred at Ashford for, I believe, further
recruiting purposes. We were served out with new rifles & equipment. On parade the officer remarked that my
rifle was one of the best kept in order also the fact that I was picked out to take a certain number of men to
Ashford was an honour much coveted. Please send You can stop the Kentish Express if you like. I can get it in
Ashford easily. I hope that I may get home for a few days from there anyhow I shall try hard later on.
Much love sweetheart.
Always your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

29 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 085
From: EJFGM
At: Sandwich
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: .2 Nov, 1914

My new Company is now A not B, we have been amalgamated. Soldiers can get leave to go to early celebrations
but nearly all churchs have 12.30. celebrations in soldier towns. Father writes about getting me a commission. I
have replied ‘Yes’ but my age is against it. I am getting on well & cannot grumble.
Your loving.
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

29 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 154
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Ashford
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 7 Nov., 1914 Saturday

My Sweetheart –
Your wire came 1.53. so I went to the station to meet you only to find no such train on the table. The ticket
inspector said to me that the train for Cranbrook left @ 1.33. You arrived I suppose at 1.23. not 1.53. I was so
disappointed at not seeing you. Why did you not stop on the way through. You are the most curious of old
things. If I was passing through a station where you were, I should move Heaven and earth to get off & see you.
It surely could have been done & dear wife you ought to have done it, I feel very hurt Surely a little bit of love
would have prompted it. I was acting orderly sergeant to-day which is an honourable post & found it a little
difficult to get away so the disappointment was all the greater. To-night I have to look after the roll call & see
that all are in their billets by 9.30. How is poor old Eva poor girl. I have found such a nice place in the Church
House to sit & write. Let me know about next week dear & my leave.
Always your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

30 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 166
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: YMCA, Ashford
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter with envelope

Dated: 17 Nov., 1914

My Sweetheart. Thanks for yours. We expect to leave for Ascot or Sunningdale (near Ascot) at 9. a m tomorrow
morning. We have orders to ‘stand by’ at the moment & do nothing which is worse than drills. This morning we
turned out for physical drill & I led the van at ‘doubling’ & can beat most of them as they don’t dress for it
properly, putting on big boots instead of rubbers. Please tell Florrie that the men may wear ‘mittens’,. They
should be made I think with a thumb so as to half cover the hand. Shall be glad for some things to get out of this
place although it does take me so far from home. Understand that we shall get better winter quarters but still I
ought to feel thankful knowing how my health keeps up many a man my age would cave in. Our band has been
around recruiting & I understand they have secured several from Tenterden. My landlord is such a kind old soul.
I sat in the parlour with mother and two daughters last evening it was great fun they had one visitor who kept us
in roars of laughter
Good bye love. With much love to all
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

1 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 149
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Ashford ?
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: postcard with unclear postmark

Dated: 18 Nov., 1914

Arrived all safe. We all turned out to lining the station & presented arms to L. Roberts body carried pass in a
special *. All our ammunition is packed in the trucks ready for transit to Ascot where we expect to arrive on
Friday. Another move. We expected to leave to-day. Much love sweetheart to you all. Garnet
* I.e., “to Lord Roberts’s body carried past in a special (train)”. Roberts had died on Nov. 14th., four days earlier.
[SPBD]

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

30 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 016
From: The Ceramic Art Co. Ltd.
To: BEM
Dated: 19 Nov., 1914
At: Stoke on Trent
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: typed invoice with signed receipt sticker and without letter or envelope

9
2
8
2
1

Breakfast Cups & Saucers, Empire, Royal Blue. (Ungilt)
Breakfast Cups extra.
do
Tea Cups & Saucers,
do
Tea Cups extra.
do
Covered Muffin Dish, Queens White.
Carriage
Carriage paid,
Cranbrook Station. S.E.&.C.R.

5/6
3/3
4/2/6

4

1½
6½
2
8
5
1
3
1
4
________
10
4

[receipt sticker for 10/4 signed by C.A.Scholes ]

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

30 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 167
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 21 Nov., 1914

My Sweetheart
This sudden change leaves me a little bewildered. It was up yesterday at 3.50. a m prepared the Coy
breakfast at 5.30. besides getting rations ready for the boys to take with them. At 8 a m we paraded & I was told
off to bring up some recruits at 9. We entered the train & steamed through Redhill, Woking eventually pulling up
at Sunningdale, 3 miles from here. At the station I was told off as baggage guard & watched several other
battalions come in Their officers were more experienced than ours & did things better. Soon after dusk an
engine ran off the line blocking all traffic. It was cold work. At 9. p m we were relieved & had to march out into
the Country some 3 miles to our billets into the unknown. It was pitch dark & we wandered off the road once. I
really thought that we should have to camp by the road-side all night. However I saw a light and shouted & found
a party out to look for us & we were guided to our billets whence I write this letter. There are four of us here nice
place, retired sergeant. Downy beds, nice kitchen fire. Up at 8. a m this morning after a good night & feel as fit as
a fiddle. 1½ miles from Ascot, 5½ from Windsor on sandstone rather high. The best place we have struck yet.
They will I believe keep us here for winter. The only draw back. A long way from home is the worse. A job come
along.
Good bye sweetheart
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

1 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of
From: EJFGM
At: Ascot
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 21 Nov., 1914

Please write to Cheapside, Ascot. The ‘fall in’ has just sounded will write to you in full detail at the first
opportunity. Nice billets private cottages. Such a nice spot near Sir J. Savory*. Happy but cold. Much love dear.
Always your loving. Hubby

* Sir Joseph Savory (1843–1931)

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

30 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 086
From: EJFGM
At: Ascot
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 22 Nov., 1914

Please address me now as ‘C’ Coy I have been transferred from A. Coy. This is the only alteration rest remains
The country is very pretty indeed high and dry. I am with the Wye boys. Keep the hay dear it can be sold later.
More news when I have settled down. Your loving
Garnet

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

30 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 168
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Sunninghill, Berks.
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 23 Nov., 1914

‘C’ Coy.
Vth Buffs (Reserves)
Sunninghill, Berks.
Near Ascot
-My Sweetheart. As you know I am billeted with the Wye College lot & as far as Company is concerned am much
happier as we sit around the fire & talk decently. There are five boys in my room old Etonians, Harrovians & one
Carthusian. We sleep with our feet to the fire on the bare boards & last night I slept warm & comfy, very comfy
indeed. On parade to-day I was called out to drill the company & did quite well, much better than I expected, &
feel quite happy over it. I go out to the ‘pub’ & get glass of rum & milk at night which lasts me all da till breaky.
We start drill at 7. a. m. then 9.15. till 12.30 & then nothing more. which gives us a nice winter evening. How are
you sweetheart. No letter to-day from you perhaps it has gone astray. & may turn up. Much love & good night.
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

1 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 104
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope; date deduced from context

Dated: 26 Nov., 1914

My Sweetheart.
I did not write to you yesterday as I had to write two letters & had no more time. We are kept very busy
now indeed practising how to skirmish. They took us out to a common; & we practised advancing in extended
order firing as we went. It is much harder but more interesting work. This afternoon we had rifle inspection
which has kept us all busy. I am told that we shall soon be transferred to Farnborough & put into huts. I have not
heard much more about my commission in the Transport in fact I am told that the whole transport is to be taken
over by the Army Service Corps which means that we shall need no officer. I find that these young boys
‘malinger’ a bit they cave in a little bit too soon with petty things. The boys are too free with their officers when
such officers have been promoted from the ranks of Wye.
Officers just coming in.
Good night love
Garnet

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

15 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 107
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Cheapside, near Ascot
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 29 Nov., 1914

My Sweetheart. No letter from you for two days & I cannot understand why. Hope all is well with you. The rain
has rather upset us of late. On Friday we marched into Windsor park & had to make for home on account of wet.
Yesterday we wer the whole battalion fell in on the parade ground to be reviewed by ‘Pole-Carew’ raining hard all
the time. I feel none the worse for it to-day & fell in for Church Parade at 9. marching to Church with the
battalion. The regimental parson is a dear old buffer who cannot be heard half way down the aisle. The hymns
are always sung so lustily. I heard that ‘Cole’ has been killed, is this true? His photo I am told appeared in the D.
Mirror. We have one chap Van Roogan from Ceylon, he claims Spanish blood whereas he is really a ‘burghur’ of
Ceylon ½ dutch ½ Indian. We are gradually building up a new battalion for the purpose of reinforcing the boys in
India. Our Colonel is a dear good old soul but too soft. Dont keep ‘Cook’ a moment longer than you need, he will
only laze all the more without cattle he hates the garden. The vicar has called in to see what we want, & will
supply warm baths. Just going to write to the boys. Much love.
Always your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

1 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 152
From: W. Worship
To: BEM
Dated: 29 Nov., 1914
At: Kensington
At:
Inclusions and comments: without envelope; year not given, but deduced from the content; the sender is BEM’s
brother-in-law, evidently married to Florence.
19 Ilchester Mansions
Abingdon Road
Kensington
My dear Bea
I feel that I owe you a letter of thanks for your Kind hospitality to me last week. I know that Florrie has
already has already written to announce our arrival – but I must send you a few lines to tell you how much we
enjoyed our peaceful week with you. I hope you did not find us too great a burden – when your household and
family are so much reduced. I trust the Baby is well and making strides – actually – for I fancy she will walk more
now every day.
We will be interested to hear if you succeed in letting your house. I have not looked again in the Times to see if
your advertisement is repeated, but I hope that something came of your first application.
We are here till the 4th or 5th, and then go to Hove for Christmas. Florrie has had a letter from Mary saying that
she has decided to take the house we inherited at Bexhill from Dec. 30. We shall probably go abroad at the New
Year, though the troubles of search before one is allowed to leave will add to the discomforts of travel. But we
shall probably get to Grasse at length.
Florrie is not particularly well – with suffering from cold and neuralgia
– but I hope it will soon pass. We have kept quiet in London. We have paid some calls & done some shopping.
We see a good deal of the troops marching down Kensington High Street – and eternal street organs play the
Marseillaise – Tipperary and other patriotic songs – meanwhile London is very dark at night & we hear that all last
week the Admiralty were expecting the German raid. but perhaps the bombardment of Zeebrugge* put them off
a little.
F. is seeing something of Miss A. Dixon and her friend Miss Lawrence is coming in to supper tonight. We go then
with Mrs Dodgson (of Sevenoaks) tomorrow
I hope you continue to get good news of Garnet. This weather will not be quite so trying for him.
I fear that Baby will quite have quite forgotten me by the next time I see her – I dont think she was ever quite
reconciled to my glasses though she tolerated a chocolate occasionally.
You must not trouble to answer this letter as I know how much you have on hand, but I felt I must just write a
few lines & tell you how much I had enjoyed our visit. and to thank you for the pleasure you gave us. We have
the receipt for the motor drives – if you should have any further demand on that account.
With love to
yourself and Baby
Believe me your affectionate brother in law
W. Worship.
[* On 25 Nov. 1914]

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

23 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 102
From: London County & Westminster Bank To: BEM
At: Cranbrook
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: postcard, signed “B.G.”
Acknowledgment of letter dated 3/12

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

1 June 2014

Dated: 4 Dec., 1914

page 1 of 1

WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 077
From: EJFGM
At: Sunninghill
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 5 Dec., 1914 Saturday

On guard to-night from 4.15 till 4.15 to-morrow which upsets my early service to which I had decided to go
however it is all for the Country’s good. Your letters reach me 1st morning post & are quite welcome. Keep the
colours flying all is well. Being paid. Hand cold. Much love
Garnet
Saturday

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

1 June 2014

page 1 of 1

WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 089
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: xx Dec. 1914 Sunday
At: Ascot
At: Standen
6, 13, 20 or 27th.
Inclusions and comments: postcard; postmark half absent; date deduced from context, but could be a later
Sunday, probably not 13th.
Have just come off guard very tired not having slept on account of bitter cold night. Three Wye boys with me &
except for the cold rather enjoyed it. One of them has got his dis-charge from the army son of Lord Aberdare.
Am now going to polish boots buttons & myself then to bed. Much love sweetheart; Garnet Sunday.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

19 May 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 103
From: London County & Westminster Bank To: BEM
At: Cranbrook
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: postcard, signed “B.G.”
Acknowledgment of letter dated 5/12

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

1 June 2014

Dated: 7 Dec., 1914

page 1 of 1

WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 153
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Sunninghill
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope with note on back

Dated: 7 Dec., 1914

Cheapside
Near / Ascot
Berks
--My Sweetheart. Glad to hear that you have got rid of Cook so long as you are set up with another. Yes it is true
that a battleship “Audacious” was blown up it is said by a mine laid down N. Of Ireland all the crew were saved. I
cannot understand why the Govt. should keep it quiet except it is thought that U rebel Irishmen put the mine in
place. I refused the offer of the Colonel because I am progressing where I am & don’t care about the noncombatant side unless with a commission. I feel that I am right dear & now that Mannington is returning soon I
shall have his ear. I think However we shall what we shall see. I am busy learning all about drill (etc.). If dear you
do shut up the house in February you will still have to pay rates which of course is not a very serious matter. We
expect the recruiting party back to-morrow. A portrait of Lord Groschen appeared carrying the drum appea in the
D. Mirror. Dont send any money for that French loan until we hear more about it. That was only a forerunner of
the investment & gave no details. I doubt if this war can last very long. Germany must get exhausted before long
& get beaten. It is just like being back at school with all these boys again. Good bye dear love.
Your loving
Kiss F from me.
Hubby
PS outside on envelope: Do you get your Govt allowance alright
----------

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

1 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 076
From: EJFGM
At: Sunninghill
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 8 Dec., 1914
(earlier in the day)

‘Mannington’ tells me that it will come out in orders tomorrow that I am to be attached to ‘B.’ Coy, a Coy formed
of 100 picked men from the regiment called the ‘die-hards’ an emergency company formed for the purpose of
being sent anywhere in the Kingdom when an attack is expected. A very high honour. Be careful lassie that your
lease is drawn up properly. Pride sometimes falls.
Love
Garnet

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

1 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 105
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 8 Dec., 1914
(later in the day)

Just a line to say dear that I think New Year’s day might be possible but Xmas is not. Now that I belong to the diehard Coy I have to – conform sweetheart We have magnificent officers over us & it is a treat to drill with them.
Two drills already & another at 5.30. night work Feel splendid. Love Garnet

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

1 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 043
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Sunninghill
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 12 Dec., 1914 Saturday

My Sweetheart. I was glad to receive yours just in 4.p.m but sorry to hear about the throat & cough. You had
better get the Doctor to give you a tonic or something. You will regret to hear that after we had been reviewed in
Windsor Park to-day we were told that all leave as far as the emergency coy was concerned is cancelled
meanwhile ther ‘Mannington’ led me to believe that we might possibly get a raid before New Year’s day
especially after the victory off the Falkland Islands as the Germans are determined to make a dash some time.
Personally I doubt if we shall be wanted but we must be ready. It is an awful nuisance but still we Shall get 4 days
sooner or later. This new Coy is an awful nuisance but still of course an honour. Yes dear I expect the boys will
like playing with Felicity dear little spoilt soul. I feel much like being back at school again living with these boys
around me. they are full of life & fun. In fact dear I have a more lively time than you have I expect. I should like
to get home for a fort-night it would be jolly. Keep yourself fit my love & don’t worry because things might be so
much worse considering the awful misery in the world to-day. Much love dear
Your loving Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

9 June 2014

page 1 of 1

WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 064
From: Lionel and John
To: BEM
At: Pelham House School, West Folkestone At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letters in envelope; includes hand-drawn pictures

Dated: 13 Dec., 1914 Sunday

From Lionel:-

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

2 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 064
From John:-

Zeppelin?

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

2 June 2014

page 1 of 2

WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 158
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Ascot
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 13 Dec., 1914 Sunday

My Sweetheart. Just returned from parade Service after a very good service indeed, It is grand to hear the men
sing the hymns. The old Parson took as his text “the faithful servant’ & you could have heard a pin drop. I notice
that our Coy. Commander of the die-hards generally picks me out to do any little intricate work. I know that he
trusts me which is better than the ‘transport’. Some of our young officers are awful fools. ‘Mannington’ is not I
think up to much Yesterday I was leading & he said ‘left wheel’ two or three times & I never budged then it
dawned upon him that he forgot the ‘quick march’ the moment he gave it, I stepped off & we went ahead. These
Wye boys are very good in the firing line but the untidiest lot I know. Accustomed always to have a housemaid to
keep the room tidy they are rather lost when thrown on their own reserves. Train our boys love to be tidy.
Always your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

2 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 075
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Ascot
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: postcard; date deduced from context

Dated: 16 Dec., 1914 Tuesday

‘C’ Coy Vth Buffs,
Cheapside, Ascot
I changed to ‘C’ Coy from A. because the Wye boys were attached to that Coy. We are being worked very hard
just now. I hope you will be able to let the place & come here some day. It is a delightful residential quarter.
Much love Sweetheart, Garnet

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

20 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 135
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Ascot
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope postmarked “Sunninghill”

Dated: 18 Dec., 1914

Cheapside, Ascot
Berks.
My Sweetheart. We turned out to emergency drill but owing to heavy rain were dismissed. When I get my 2nd
stripe which has not been placed in orders yet, I shall I think try again for a commission, it does not always do to
remain quiet. There is a poor woman next door whose time is up & things are not going right. The Doctor came
several times in the night. That raid has been terrible for individuals although it will be good for the Nation in the
long run. Wounded from the front say that the Germans are done in Flanders. No combination of human beings
could break through the allies front t so severely so as to reach Paris. Gradually but surely we may should see the
allies advance day by day. Tell ‘Gibbs’ that as I am soldiering he should help you. I know that he will. That 8s/4d is
I think wrong at least I don’t understand it. Pay nothing dear until you do understand it. There is no great hurry.
The little girl must be sweet & roguish. The boys will keep her in order. When do they come home? We have
washed our room out it looks quite clean. Be careful sweetheart of yourself. You should be a merry party for
Xmas. I wish that I could come Dinner just on and rain stopping. The carriage lamps were bought by me at
Northiam sale. Yours of yesterday just in 1 p.m. Dont have Cook in the house too long dear (but this of course
you can judge best). Give boys a good kiss each & tell them that I congratulate them both most sincerely. Have
not got my 2nd stripe yet though my name has gone in. Curiously enough the grate in our room here is also
breaking away & we shall have to have it mended.
Good bye love
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

2 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 066
From: ?
To: BEM
Dated: 3 Jan., 1915
At: Canterbury
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: empty envelope, typewritten, addressed only to “Mrs. Garnet Man, Benenden,”;
unknown sender probably formal, apparently the same as 027 in all particulars

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

22 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 130
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Bracknell
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 12 Jan., 1915

My Sweetheart. Just a line to say that I arrived alright met Miss Davies at Cranbrook who was sending a cripple
boy to Treloar’s home at Alton near London & asked me to look after him which I did This however made him me
miss my change at Cannon St & I missed the 11.5 from Waterloo only getting the 1.7. & did not get back till rather
late. Mannington however was nice about it. We are rather crowded 6 in a room with a fire that smokes.
Gentlemen in billets are a mistake they are naturally untidy & cannot travel light. I think dear that you would be
wise to place saucers of carbolic about the house this would help to kill that cold germ I had a long talk with
Mannington last night & he was very very nice with his enquiries about myself. It was after dinner & oh – Give my
love sweetheart to all & God bless you.
Your loving
Hubby

[from on-line:]

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

22 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 017
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Bracknell
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 15 Jan., 1915 Friday

My Sweetheart. We have a trial on in the orderly room to-day a certain man over-staid his leave by 5 days & has
to stand to day. I told him last evening that he had better throw himself on the mercy of the court as he admitted
to having no excuse. The chaps in this room are nice men but we are all a bit crabbed owing to the weather
which touches up all our livers. There is a great deal of sickness throughout the battalions. Over 21 men overstaid their leave. some of course only a few hours. ‘Mannington’ is tearing his hair with rage, We are starting a
new drill tomorrow on the standard as the regulars. There is something about the water in this place which
loosens us all. diarroehea is very prevalent. What happened about the wagon lodge? Did Cook take out his trap?
Have they turned out yet?
On my return we passed a train full of soldiers sick from from frost bites. They seemed very cheerful but the pain
is great. You should get a book ‘Fighting in Flanders’ Alexander Powell . Hemdeman about this war. The boys
might like it. How are the little ones. Tell me all the news of yourself love.
Always your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

22 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 164
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Bracknell
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 16 Jan., 1915

My Sweetheart. I write from a sick-bay as the Doctor advised me to go in for ‘abdominal flue’ in other words
‘diarroehea’ 7 or 8 times a day. They keep me warm & so comfy. The nurses are rather too kind if anything they
are very nice. One nurse has shown me such a pretty iris called “iris stylosa”. I think that I have got over the
worst part & come in to hospital at the tale end. There are four beds in this place & about 4 nurses always on
duty One poor boy has his eye all bandaged up & complains bitterly of the pain. There is not much the matter
with me only warmth is needed It is rather fun being a Tommy in the hands of the red cross.
Good bye love
Always your loving
Hubby
Jany 16th
The sick. bay is only a few hundred yards from the billet

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

23 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 018
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Bracknell
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 17 Jan., 1915 Sunday

Sick Bay Vth Buffs

Sunday.

--Very, very comfy, living on milk & red* + kindness. How they do fuss over you. There are four beds & all full of
influenza cases. The Doctor came in yesterday & found me in my sleeping sack with rugs on the floor & told me I
had better come on here & without doubt it has done me a world of good. They would not think of having
serious cases in here but send them to the hospital. I thought a great deal about you on Friday night when the
gale was howling & wondered if any more windows blew in. The nurse has just brought me in a little rice pudding
as I am so much better. Personally I feel quite well to-day as well as possible.
Your letter came yesterday just as I was coming over here & I had no time to read it carefully. How are is your ear
& J’s.?.
Much love.
Your loving
Hubby
[* milk and red wine is a traditional ’flu remedy]

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

23 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 150
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Bracknell
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 19 Jan., 1915 Tuesday

My Sweetheart. Yours just to hand. Sorry to hear about your being off colour. I am sure that it is the flue & tell
the Doctor so. Although the few days at Margate may do you good take a great deal of rest dear in the warm it is
the only thing. A few days bed is what you want, it is the only thing. 24 hours after I was in bed my ‘diarrohoea’
completely stopped due entirely to the absolute rest. To-day ‘Tuesday’. I leave for good feeling al-right except a
little groggy after these days of bed. They have just taken a poor lad to Windsor Hospital with pleurisy the poor
lad does not want to go & the nurse says to me ‘they take all the interesting cases away which is very annoying!’.
There is one nurse here, the night nurse who is very nice indeed very interested in her work not a lady by birth.
Last night I slept downstairs with the orderly & was called upon to do certain light work such as lighting of fires &
we tried 5 times at the copper fire without result much to the nurses delight however they did not do much
better. This is the first time that I can ever remember being waited on with the bed-pan & I don’t care much
about it I must say. The number of sick is simply astounding lines of them waiting outside to see the Doctor
something like 60. They are starting to inoculate against ‘enteric’ & I think possibly that I may be done just to set
an example to the men, however we shall see. It is not a bad thing dear to put responsibility on L’s shoulders
pointing out that his little brother is placed directly under his control. The Doctor & nurses I notice treat me with
a great deal of respect which bucks me up. Good bye & God bless you love.
Your loving Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

22 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 071
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Bracknell
At: Standen, then Margate
Inclusions and comments: postcard; forwarded to 48 Godwin Rd., Margate

Dated: 20 Jan., 1915

Very busy helping the sergeants all day. Lord K is to review us on Friday in Windsor Park, I am not allowed to go
being on light duty till Monday. Feel quite fit now. Sorry dear about your ears. A change will do you good.
Gar

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

22 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 132
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Bracknell
At: Margate
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 21 Jan., 1915

My Sweetheart.
I have sent you coat, trousers & putties to be well washed & sent back afterwards please dear. I have a
whole new outfit so there is no great hurry.
We are going to be sent to Chatham within the next week so dear dont send parcels of value altho’ letters will be
forwarded from here. So glad sweetheart to hear that you are better. Take a nice rest at Margate if the little girl
will let you. All the same dear I think I would sooner that you did not stay long at Margate as the air-ships may go
there. I am going to try & get up to see A. J. this week end if I can, but they strongly object to giving passes now.
Mother will address me as ‘Sergant’ altho’ I only do orderly sergt’s work. & am not a ‘sergt’ yet. Much love
Sweetheart. Your loving
Hubby
Let me know about Eva & give her best love also Mr & Mrs Pearson.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

23 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 175
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope; date deduced from context

Dated: 25 Jan., 1915 Monday

Monday
I find sweetheart on opening my case that I have only this half sheet left. Arrived at Waterloo to find that the
train had been changed to 8.55. & we did not leave till past 9, arriving here very late. Some 600 R.E. men have
come into the place for a night & they make the place hideous with their noise. Those poor men who had to
stand out for 3 hours in that awful storm for Lord K. & then march 13 miles have lost 4 men who have died from
exposure. It is rather wicked. Glad I could not go. How are you my love? Hope that you got home alright & by
daylight We leave Thursday, some for Chatham, we I believe go to Kingsnorth outside Chatham all for guard duty.
much more interesting thatn what we are doing. It was jolly to have you in London. Someday we will (D.V.) do
London properly.
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

23 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 134
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 27 Jan., 1915 Wed’sday
At: Bracknell
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope; back of envelope used for money calculations after sealing ?and
before posting.
My Sweetheart. Such a panic. The men hav at Chatham do not have till Sunday so we have had to post off n.c.o’s
to Gillingham near by to find new billets. How they are going to do it I don’t know.. Yesterday afternoon I went
to see Mrs Lucina & stayed the night as my cold was rather bad. She had several people in to tea, Miss Muswell
amongst them, sister of a Colonel Muswell that ‘May’ knew so well out in Burma. Such a nice large big house,
beautifully appointed & well managed but about the last person in the world to exist even for a moment on the
fringe of anything but luxury. She was very kind.& I had breaky at 7.30. & returned to the billet at 8.30, to find
rather a panic, Please dear write to any friends you know & tell them about neat our move to Chatham. (We
don’t go there till Sunday). I am going with the sergeants to the Depôt at Chatham for the purpose of drilling
recruits. The rest of the Coy. by Sunday will be guarding petrol at Kingsnorth. Cold rather bad likewise throat.
Love to my girls (big & little)
Your loving
Hubby
--------[on the back of the envelope:

addition

13. 6
11. 11¾
1.
13. 9 ¼
------------------------2 .19 .3

then subtraction]

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

3.
0. 5
2.
19. 3
----------------------------.
1. 2

8 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 100
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: ?28 ?Jan., ?1915 Thursday
At:
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope; date not given, but deduced from content.
Doc 028 was possibly enclosed, but evidence for this is low.
My Sweetheart.
After guard yesterday I was told that I might leave for one night so I trotted off up here to see the Inmans.
Guard night before last was very strenuous one of my sentry’s was off colour so I took his guard for him between
3. – 5. We were on the waterworks outside the wall of the magazine & one of my sentry the snow was on the
ground. I was up all night. One of my sentrys had a bad cough. When I was on guard the moon light through the
clouds light up the place & I could see hundred’s of rabbits running all over the place. Letter from Cecil Crofts I
got just after guard yester afternoon, Bob Inman has is home for a few days. On the hound which took part in
the last fight
We expect to leave for Chattenden Saturday. As a non-com one is more tied than as a private. Those in
command rather lean on me.
Much love sweetheart.
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

24 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 028
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: ?28 ?Jan., ?1915
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: drawing on a postcard, with text in lieu of address; included with a letter to BEM, but
which one is unclear, and doc. no. 100, dated as above, has been assumed.

One of my sentry’s has done this in his off time. It is rather good. He spends all his spare time at drawing.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

24 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 145
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 29 Jan., 1915 Friday
At: Gillingham
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope; enclosed are book referrals in another handwriting and
perhaps not originally sent with this letter.
My Sweetheart.
Such a whirl. Bugles rang out at 4.a.m. yesterday. Kits & blankets rolled & out by 5.45. paraded at 6
with band marched to Ascot, train left at 11. right through on to Chatham (via Clapham Junction) where we got
out & I had charge of the fatigue party unloading the stores for about 2 hours then we marched out here about
2½ miles, drew up at the police station first then marched on being billeted out in the houses 2 & 3 together. Our
landlady a dear old Scottishch woman whose husband is on a destroyer is very nice indeed. My friend Tyndal &
self sleep in a large bed very comfy. She has one or two who come in & help. I am taking theher boys to the
pictures this evening as she is so kind to us. This part is healthier than Bracknell being higher altho’ I hear that the
Dêpot I eventually go to Chattenden is a God forsaken hole We shall guard powder & petrol. We expect to go
there about Tuesday. I am writing this in the p.o. & the lady behind the counter struck by me having no voice has
made me such a nice pot of tea. People are awfully kind to us. I dont want the tea & my voice suddenly cracked
on parade last Monday & has never returned it is not much of a cold. We have seen nothing of Manningon since
we came which is not as it should be. We are to be served out with Japanese rifles to-day. Good bye love. We
are in clover meanwhile. Always your loving
Hubby.
c
rs
/o M Lawson.
24 Corporation Street.
Gillingham
Kent
[enclosure:]
Healthy Boyhood 1/6
by Arthur Trewby M.A.
introduction
by Sir Dyce Duckworth MD.
Foreward
by
Earl Roberts
privately printed for the
Author. Copies to be had
on writing to the Author
Fenton House
Hampstead Heath
London
[overleaf:]
What a young boy ought
to know by
Sylvanus Stall D.D.
The Vir Publishing Co
7 Imperial Arcade
Ludgate Circus
London EC

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

23 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 120
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Gillingham
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 31 Jan., 1915
(earlier of two sent)

My Sweetheart. I write this beside the barrack room fire. A large well lighted room with many windows one door
to contain 38 men. Most of the men have gone to a place called Kingsnorth some 2. miles from here, which place
they tell me is hell on earth. They have to do guard duty all the time over aeroplanes & powder magazines. All
the Wye chaps have gone there to give them a taste of real campaigning they have only boards to sleep on. We
are in the middle of the danger zone from bombs. The R. E. chaps share the barracks with us. I have a nice iron
bedstead with a hair mattress in three parts, Two fires in the room & small cup-board over my head we lie on a
hill almost surrounded with magazines. Your last letter sweetheart was quite unreadable owing to broken eggs
It If you said anything of importance in your letter please repeat it. Father writes that he is seeing Lord Harris
about me.. My throat is much better now but it does not hurt but the voice is gone or partly so, otherwise I feel
remarkably well.. We marched down in full marching order with the new Japanese rifles handed out.
Good night love. Roast meat & bread just being handed out for tea & dinner 5.20.p.m.
Always your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

23 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 069
From: EJFGM
At: Gillingham
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 31 Jan., 1915 Sunday
(later of two sent)

Sunday. Moved into our new quarters. “Chattenden Barracks” Chattenden near Chatham. Your eggs arrived only
3 whole ones & your letter was unreadable on account of yolk and mess. Saw Mrs Luman yesterday. She gave me
such a nice dinner. They are all well, but poor. Our barracks are better than some where the poor boys have the
boards we have pull out beds & cushions, a different billet to what I had last night at cosy 24.
Will write more fully later
Much love Sweetheart.
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

23 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 067
From: EJFGM
At: Chattenden
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 1 Feb., 1915

Have just heard from Father: “Col. Kent offers commission in Mounted Infantry” must go to Herne Bay tomorrow
& see about it, Barrack life is good very well except my voice is gone which make things harder. Much love,
Daddy

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

24 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 074
From: EJFGM
At: Chattenden
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 2 Feb., 1915 Tuesday

Have just returned from my interview with the Mounted Infantry Colonel. They are very nice indeed & would I
think take me if I would sign on for foreign service this if course I did not understand was a ‘sine qua non’. We
got on very well & they appeared to be sorry that I would not sign on.
Garnet

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

24 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 078
From: EJFGM
At: Chattenden
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 4 Feb., 1915

Am rather tired after last night’s rather eventful guard so I could not write owing to the light. Had a nice warm
bath in Barracks this morning & am now off to Chatham for a tea & poached eggs. My voice is nearly alright now.
This is a really interesting place around here, & we have to keep our eyes open. No drills except guards. I am told
off to move up to Kingsnorth the flying station.
Much love
sweetheart
Garnet

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

24 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 099
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Chattenden
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 9 Feb., 1915 Tuesday

My Sweetheart.
Sunday
Came off guard Monday 3.p.m. & went on again Monday 3 p.m. They could not have forced me to do it,
but asked me ‘if I would’. There is nothing much in it. I lie on the table with three blankets
Snatch a few hours sleep between the times that I change sentries. We have a nice large room, a bright fire & I
employ my time writing to you, the Spec, & trying to tame a little mouse which is very friendly. The body of the
German airman which flew over here Xmas day & tried to blow up the magazine has been found in the sea of
Southend. It will be a long time before they try that game again.. My sentries are composed of the band & a fine
set of chaps they are, skilled labourers for the most from the Ashford works. They are so interesting to talk to.
No dear I am quite happy here & they are likely to keep me here. I gave one man in barracks a bit of my mind last
night. These chaps respect me I think. But oh dear the discipline of the terrier force is not up to much. I am
going to scrub the table before we go. So good bye love.
Much love,
Your loving
Hubby
Tuesday night
-----My Sweetheart.
I have only a lantern to write by & as I owe Mother a letter I send this to you to read & forward.
Dont forget to look into next week’s Spec. Louis’ young man was very nice & kind but so pale & poor looking. I
enjoyed my few hours with him. As you say John’s letter is a marvel but it speaks of character. I am going out to
visit my sentry. I love these boys & am getting here wonderfully well.
I shall get leave some time love so just keep the colours flying. All’s well,
Your loving Hubby
-------11.p.m. Just going out into the night
with my loaded rifle.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

24 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 101
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 26 Feb., 1915 Friday
At: Upnor
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: postcard; year absent from postmark and deduced from context.

Thank you sweetheart for clothes. I have been given a hint to stay on for another week here which means of
course that I must stop anyhow there is a chance of a shot at an aeroplane & it is really true soldiering everything
is done de rigeur I shall not now have till Sat. week. How about that life insurance receipt from Gilbs it is most
important. What a lovely day it is. I am feeling rather tired to-day. I shall get my leave sometime. Longer for
being up here. Much love dear
Garnet
Friday

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

24 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 091
From: CTD ?pp EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 27 Feb., 1915
At: Sandwich
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: postcard; address overwritten & had been that in Sandwich; sender unclear & possibly
writing under dictation from him with no reason given for his inability to write.
35 High Street Sandwich
27. 2. 15.
Am still in bed & have taken room where nice woman is looking after me until I can leave. have no plans made up
to the present. Thank you so much for kind letter Am too most disappointed & was so looking forward to seeing
you. I expect the letter you wrote will be forwarded to me. Am sorry about John – he has the nice weather
before him & it has been a most trying winter for all – so damp I too trust someone will Come forward You do
not mention your trust and D & I’s horribly lonely – still I must go on - & I am better – still got bad cough so have
to be careful Write to Boys about Father – they are at school I have just placed them there & they are very happy
– North House School
with love Crawley
C.T.D.
Sussex

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

25 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 125
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 7 Mar., 1915 Sunday

My Sweetheart.
On guard again. I am afraid that I shall not get my leave yet. We were to have left here yesterday but they
have kept us on a bit. I must see the Doctor about my teeth & have new ones put in as soon as possible.
However I shall hold on as long as possible. This is the nearest approach to jail & true soldiering that I have had.
We have not a sufficient number of men brooms so I asked the officer to give me a fatigue party & raid for
brooms but like so many of these new officers he is afraid. As senior corporal in charge of the room it is my duty
to see the place kept clean. However we shall see. The water is boiling for my shave & teeth. We cook all our
own grub on this guard.
Much love sweetheart
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

25 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 092
From: EJFGM
At: Chatham
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 8 Feb., 1915

I write this in Chatham after a good tea of eggs. Having been let out for a few hours which I usually spend in a
cinema. Tomorrow I have to go to Chatham Hospital about my teeth There is a good man there. We have been
very busy clearing out the billet. You know we have not moved from Upnor,
Love.
Garnet

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

25 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 080
From: EJFGM
At: Upnor
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 10 Mar., 1915 Tuesday

Such a tooth-ache. I shall get leave to-morrow if possible go up to Dr Inman get him to give me a Doctorcertificate & then if possible come on to you if I can get the Doctor to say I ought to have leave, for several days.
The regimental dentist has to attend 30 or 40 in one morning, which is no use. On guard again
Your loving,
Hubby
Upnor
Tuesday midnight

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

25 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 079
From: EJFGM
At:
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 11 Mar., 1915 Thursday

I leave here to-morrow Friday for 2 days leave will wire you train. I shall go straight to Doctor & show my teeth &
see if he will extend time. I think he will. Wait about John till you see me dear
Love
Garnet
--Thursday

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

26 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 052
From: L and J
To: BEM
At: Pelham House, W. Folkestone
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letters in envelope; not transcribed

Dated: 14 Mar., 1915 Sunday

Lionel writes:-

John writes:-

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

26 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 073
From: EJFGM
At: Upnor
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 18 Mar., 1915

I have wired to Mother that she can do what she likes about my commission Had a quiet chat with our officer at
2.a.m on guard he was so nice & sympathetic Show Baby’s rash to Doctor I also am affected slightly. We move
on Saturday to Chattenden Barck. so please address there from tomorrow. There has been trouble in the billet
Love
whilst I was away. We are going to big range shooting about Monday.
Daddy

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

26 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 139
From: EJFGM
At: Rochester
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 20 Mar., 1915

My Sweetheart.
Little John has I trust by now finished his operation. It must be an anxious time for you, but one can only
hope & pray all will go well. I have a bad cold but thanks to A.J’s nice fur waistcoat was able to keep warm all
night. on guard. This is the last guard here I hope we expect to leave here this afternoon for billets in Strood.
We were all ready to leave yesterday but the change in the weather delayed the other detachment & we they
were unable to finish their range firing & relieve us. We go to the ranges during next week for shooting with the
new Japanese rifle. Keep all my letters love as some day I shall be able to write about the army my memory
jogged from my numerous epistles. As the weather was awfully cold the sergeant offered me any guard I chose
so of course I chose the guard with the best fire & we had cocoa going all night. How jolly it will be when spring
really comes. I have never before looked for warm weather so much as I do now.
Much love sweetheart. Very anxious to hear of the little boy
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

26 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 039
From: EJFGM
At: Chatham
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Pelham House, W. Folkestone

Dated: 21 Mar., 1915

In fort-pit hospital Chatham (Drill Hall) with ‘flue’. Very comfy but not V.A.D. So glad to hear about little John.
All’s well love
Garnet
--------We came to Strood yesterday from Upnor.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

26 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 094
From: EJFGM
At: Strood
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 22 Mar., 1915 Monday

Temperature down & much better to day. All I want is the warmth of the bed This is a rum place 130 beds, Dont
think too much of it too much noise, too many heavy boots on the wood floor. So glad to hear about John.
Waiting here fully to-morrow.
c
Address:
/oOrderly room
2
Monday
/5 Buffs
Strood

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

26 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 151
From: EJFGM
At: Chatham
Inclusions and comments:

To: JHGM
At: Standen

Dated: 24 Mar., 1915

Fort. Pit. Drill Hall
Chatham
-----My Son,
Mummy writes that you have been a brave & good boy as such I salute you. You know that in battle when
the wounded pass down the lines all the soldiers ‘present’ arms. Some of the poor fellows in here have some
very bad wounds indeed. One poor fellow has to wheel himself along in a specially made chair as both his legs
are wounded. When the soldiers are getting into bed at night they start pillow fighting. If they make much noise
to-night I shall stop it as it is likely to disturb the other patients. One poor man had very bad fever so I asked him
if I might write any letters for him. He cried a little and said ‘Yes’. So I wrote a letter for him & he was so grateful.
They have taken him away to another room because they think he is going to die. Poor chap. I do a lot of writing
for the nurses who are very nice. Give Lionel a big kick from me on his other face & thank him for his letter (If
Lionel is not with you send him this letter). I trust that both my boys know how to keep the colours flying. Give
Mummy & Felicity a big kiss from me,
Your affectate
Daddy
------------------Tell Mummy not to address letters
to the hospital but to send them
to the orderly Room 2/5 Buffs,
Strood

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

8 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 133
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Chatham
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 25 Mar., 1915

Keep my letters
------My Sweetheart.
The Doctor has given me my discharge tomorrow. We all went up to the Colonel with
overcoats over our beastly blue uniforms & I think that he has given me 2 days leave. I certainly believe that he
has done so. I cannot quite understand why they should put us into a beastly blue misfitting uniform the moment
you go into hospital. It is a cross between a quilt and a splash of paint. I suppose that the pass-out will be handed
to me tomorrow I shall then know about the leave. I have been very useful indeed to the nurse making up her
lists one thing & another. She (day nurse) is about 28. very smart full of authority & I do admire the way she orders
people about. She is quite a queen in her way I believe & I should say that she was a lady. Uncle George came in
like a mute yesterday. People must have though him the ‘undertaker’ This is a great experience but I should not
care to be ill in here for very long. You may see me soon I hope.
With much love
Your loving
Hubby
-------

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

26 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 081
From: EJFGM
At: 14 Glanville Rd., Strood, Rochester
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 30 Mar., 1915

Have posted you a parcel of clothes dear. Please put camphor in the skin, the other things want washing. Fired
my course to-day & made a ‘possible’ at 500. with the new Japanese rifle was not so good at the shorter ranges.
Such lovely weather, a nice soft bed & excellent grub getting stronger day by day. Be careful of that cold
sweetheart take ‘emulsion’ they a best. A kick for John, kisses for the rest
Your loving, Hubby
14 Glanville Rd, Strood

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

26 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 156
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: 14 Glanville Rd., Strood, Rochester
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 31 Mar., 1915

14 Glanville Rd
March 31st
Strood,
1915
---My Sweetheart.
I hope by this time that you have got my address. It was simply glorious on the range to-day,
brilliant sun & a cold crisp day. We march out the 4 miles & back do our firing. I had to keep time for the officers
40 seconds & five shots. I was quite satisfied with my own shooting although it could have been better. I should
very much like to bring home this new Japanese rifle & try it on the Benenden range I wonder if Weston would
allow it, please ask him dear if you think of it. I must try & get a little leave before we get moved from this place
which will be I understand about 15th April. They talk of sending us to the Isle of Grain near Sheerness under
canvas which means more Territorial cooking however we shall have things better next time. Thank J dear for his
letter. You talked of L. having a rash but you never mentioned what it was. Tell John that I was walking down the
road with reading the paper with my pack on my back when suddenly my feet slipped from under me & I landed
on my back, having the big pack on saved me otherwise I should have cracked my head. Tell John that he must
not let Anthony teaze Felicity & to punch him softly if he does. Anyway he has got to keep A.in his place.
Goodbye sweetheart. I long to see you again
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

26 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 176
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 2 Apr., 1915 G. Friday
At: 14 Glanville Rd., Strood, Rochester
At: Standen, forwarded to 56 Carisbrooke Rd., St. L.-on-Sea
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

My Sweetheart.
(1) I have sent a cheque for £30 to the bank ofat Cranbrook from Auntie. (2) Yes I havedid receive a paper
from Father re a commission in the Regulars. Before going any further I want to talk over matters with you on my
next leave. Personally I don’t care about receiving favours from Father after the gross insult he hurled at my head
some time back. (3) As regards the thatch on the old lodge I certainly should not ask less than £3 for it as it stands
& if dear you should sell it see that no wood is taken away from the building I am not quite certain where you are.
St Leonards I believe. yesterday I had a nice warm public bath & then went to the 4.p.m. service in the Cathedral
It was very nice, Today, G. Friday we paraded for Finsbury church which was not as nice as it might be. There is
strong talk of our going to Windsor Park under canvas on the 15th April. I sincerely hope we dont as this part of
the Country is better & must be delightful in summer.
Love to Eva. Kisses to my little ones.
I don’t like the idea of John being moved about much yet awhile.
Always your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

26 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 068
From: EJFGM
At: 14 Glanville Rd., Strood, Rochester
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
Dated: 5 Apr., 1915 Monday
At: 56 Carisbrooke Rd., St. Leonards on Sea

2

Several of your letters come in a bunch. P.O. delayed them. Please don’t put /5 Buffs, just G. Man, 14 (etc.), that
will stop their little game. Postman too lazy, so sends a whole bunch of letters to the orderly room. I cant make
out how long you remain away . & whether to address home or not. We have a lot of work given us now in new
training for 14 days Hope dear you are better & baby. So sorry to hear about Eva. Give her my love sweetheart
also Edith. Much love from
Hubby
Spot Fever, so not nearly so bad as you think

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

28 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 090
From: EJFGM
At: 14 Glanville Rd., Strood
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
Dated: 6 Apr., 1915
At: Standen, forwarded to 56 Carisbrook Rd., St. L-on-Sea

They are holding letters back at the P.O. & wont deliver letters addressed to the Regiment so dear please don’t
put Vth Buffs on the address but simply my name 14 Glanville Road We have had a non-com’s lecture most
interesting. Owing to good food I have had a touch of dyspepsia. Am taking the 3 kids & the Daddy to a cinema
this evening. One of the young lad’s trained for the front has gone on leave & not returned. Poor boy his heart is
failing him. Much love sweetheart. Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

28 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 127
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: 14 Glanville Rd.
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 7 Apr., 1915

My Sweetheart.
The weather has turned out grand again I am glad to say. My job means that I have to take the
sick up to hospital, run around warning this man for pack drill. I cannot say that I have much work to do but
finikin of its kind. Last night night I took my landlord & his 3 delight children to the cinema when lo & behold I
saw Miss Inman in the building with a friend. Inspector Farrow & his wife are very nice people indeed
exceptionally so & we are lucky to be get here from all accounts. I don’t quite understand your future
movements. How long do you remain at St Leonards?. Have you been over the old house at Mountfield?. How is
the vicar of the church where we joined in one?. The mother of one of our sergeants who has been absent
without leave for some weeks, a dear old pathetic figure, came to see the c.o. of the Company, & to tell him that
her son, (the sergeant), had left her home some time back dressed in civilian clothes & she did not know where
he was. It is all on account of drink. The mum took French leave home. It means a serious matter for him when
he is caught. What an awful lot of misery this war costs. It will give the world a real idea of what war means now.
We are building a wonderful submarine guarded night & day, under-water craft which looks more like a A.b.d.
than a sub-marine on the top of the water. Also we are building an air-craft half air-ship, half aero-plane which
may do wonders. I am so thankful that the warm weather is coming. Write down & tell me more of your doings
& plans. We may be going to the Isle of Grain now instead of Windsor. A big kiss to Eva, a bigger one for you &
kisses to my little one. Love to Edith. Love to yourself from your loving
Hubby
th

Your letters addressed without V Buffs reach me alright direct

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

28 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 082
From: EJFGM
At:
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
Dated: 10 Mar., 1915
At: 56 etc., St. L-on-Sea, forwarded to Standen

Just a line to tell you that all is well. Weather turning fine & lovely. Had a pleasant afternoon with ‘Scerten’
yesterday. Poor old girl I expect that you are worried, ask ‘Emma’ to help. She is bound to have influence over
someone in her village. A woman like that generally has.. My orderly work ends tomorrow. There is a strong
chance that we go to Windsor now next Thursday. Much love Sweetheart. Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

28 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 163
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Rochester
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 11 Apr., 1915 Sunday

I am sorry to hear Sweetheart that you are so bothered about a ‘Nanny’. You would do wisely I think to trust to
Emma & ask her to keep an eye open for you. Since I have been out of hospital my inside has given me a great
deal of trouble & I have to be careful. I cannot quite make out where you are & what you plans will be however I
shall address this to Standen. There are all sorts of rumours about our going here, there & everywhere but to tell
the truth nothing is really known. The latest is that we shall stay here for a month. I hope we do as then I can
arrange a lodging for you Sweet wife when you can come. My duty as orderly sergeant corporal ends to day &
tomorrow I go on parade again. How are the children? How are you in yourself dear? Better for your change? It
is a nuisance about Nanny, still it will come alright. Emma is sure to know someone nice. Is Dolly with you now &
Katie I cannot quite understand how you are fixed. Had such a delicious hot bath yesterday. Went to Rochester
Cathedral this morning to service. Some poor old man in the congregation had to be carried out ill. There was an
army Doctor sitting next to me & he went out to see about him & came back soon which looked alright. Give my
love to the boys & tell Lionel I want him to write to me.
Jermett has com just come in to ask me out.
Always sweetheart
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

28 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 096
From: EJFGM
At: Upnor
Inclusions and comments:

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 17 Apr., 1915

Water Guard. Upnor Magazine
------Thanks sweetheart for the little parcel. You will see that I am back at ‘Upnor’ again. We suddenly received orders
to go & relieve the guards here, so dear address me here until further notice. Lovely day
Writing fully tomorrow.
Love
Daddy

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

28 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 169
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Chattenden
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope; stamp and postmark torn out

Dated: 15 Aug., 1915 Sunday

My Sweetheart.
Lying on the floor at Chattenden Barracks away from all bombs and nasty things. The Sergeant of the
Bridge Guard about ½ mile down popped in this morning for a cup of tea which we make ourselves (being a
‘regular’s’ guard room this place is well apportioned). The Sergeant tells me that there is a woman between 36 &
40 hanging round a bank close to their guard who is soliciting the men so she is soon to be forcibly removed if she
does not clear out. Some chap has just brought in your letter & the ‘Church Times’. Sorry about the ring being
forgotten. Tomorrow may see me a full fledged officer I expect however that it means another week or more. No
Zeps last night. Did you know that Japanese A.b.d. are helping us in the channel.
Good bye love.
Your loving
Hubby
No hurry about sweet peas they last well over a week.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

28 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 170
From: EJFGM
At: Chattenden
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 16 Aug., 1915

Doctor has found a ‘temporary rupture’, necessitating an operation of 10 days duration. This is most
disappointing for it means a further delay. Much love sweetheart.
Garnet

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

29 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 050
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Drill Hall Hospital, Chatham
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 18 Aug., 1915

My Sweetheart.
Brock & self lie side by side. The doctor was nice & sympathetic a little surprised at my age I think. The Doctor
yesterday was simply delightful & ‘if we had a few more like you’ he said (etc etc) It was most embarrassing
situation. There is a man not far off who was buried in a trench for 48 hours & lost both hearing & speech. His
‘hearing’ has come back but he cannot speak yet altho’ the Doctor says it will be alright soon. The sister tells me
that we shall go into Fort Pitt Hospital tonight where I understand we shall be watched for a day or two. The
operation will most likely be on Saturday It is quite a simple thing I am told. I never knew that I was ruptured
until the Doctor found it out. However I am pretty certain of a commission now any way if all goes well.
14 days in hospital
14 days in a nursing home which I trust will be Standen. Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

30 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 170
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: ?? Aug., 1915
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: inclusion without envelope of a cutting from “The Spectator” pasted in with a printed
letter from EJFGM; to be dated Aug. 18th or shortly after; perhaps an afterthought in 050.

Sweetheart.
Read the enclosed please & send on.

[This was evidentally not sent on, as requested, else would not have stayed in BEM’s possession.]

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

30 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 118
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 19 Aug., 1915

My Sweetheart. We, Brock & self have had a bath & been shaved down below which for me is a very ticklish
operation. Poor old Brock is as hairy as a monkey. We shall have our op about 10.30. a.m. tomorrow (I cannot
help laughing as I look so funny without hair down there) as my rupture is slight but on both sides I shall be kept
in the ward till Monday when I am sent down to the Drill Hall about 200 yds down. Could you motor over on
Sunday & see me. You come straight up to Fort Pitt Hospital just about over-looking Chatham Station on the top
of a hill. You pass the sentry & then enter a door or better still enquire at the Guard Room first when they will
show you. Bring the pass & hold on to it. I shall be in the drill hall from Monday for 14 days then a convalescent
home. When you are I am in the Drill Hall you had better make love to the sister in charge & she will help you for
with all. information. I am very glad of the long rest. it will do me a world of good. Sister has just brought us a
drink of some oil, castor I believe but well disguised. I ought to be gazetted by the time I am out so please God all
my ‘private’ work should be over. You might send ‘flowers’ love to ‘The Corporal in charge of Hut 8. 71st P.B.T.F.*’
Chattenden Farm, near Rochester. A young boy with very pale face ha just going out. Wounded with by an
explosive bullet last April in the thight. He says he is 19 but sister calls him 16. He looks very ill indeed. We went
& saw the German wounded in here the poor man with 7 bayonet wounds & another with a bayonet wound just
below the heart. They seem quite happy & contented. Much love sweetheart.
God bless you all.
Your loving
Hubby
[* This is the “Provisional Battalion Territorial Force”, formed in 1915 for coastal defence.]

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

30 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 174
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 25 Aug., 1915

My Sweetheart.
Miss Blandford has just gone looking so bright & gay I enjoyed having her. She comes again Friday. The
stitches were to have come out to-day but the Doctor had too many ‘ops’ so tomorrow instead. I was sorry that
you missed our nice nurse Miss Hill such a charming girl. Poor old darling you will have so many visitors which
keeps you then. There is an awful lot of work to be done with that house full. Hope to write more fully
tomorrow.
God speed you love
Garnet
----

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

3 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 143
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 26 Aug., 1915
At: hospital
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope on YMCA paper; envelope address overwritten “Hospital”

My Sweetheart – Here is my life during the past 6 or 7 days. Thursday 21st * Bath at 2 p.m. Shaved below Oil &
then
enema at 3. a m Large cup of beef-tea. Carried on stretcher across the quad to theatre. Wonderfully made
place. Lay on a wheeled stretcher in ante-room for an hour. Three men in frocks came through a side door &
administered chloroform, remember nothing more till I woke up in bed with nurse holding sick-bowl which I
haughtily refused, It appears that I did not take the anaesthetic well. The Doctor came back with me on the
stretcher & handed me over to the nurse. On Sat. & Sunday I had a certain amount of pain (Yours just come in.
No you dont pay for work not done). The Doctors & nurses are excellent but everything is discounted by the
appalling amount of noice, The ‘R.A.M.C’ orderlies stump about, talking loud dropping brooms pans etc) There is
very little peace & quiet. I have had to speak of it once or twice. ‘Sherden’ came up to see me the other evening
& the Matron came along & asked him how he got in at that time. Instead of standing up as he ought he spoke
rather off-handish, which put her back up & now he can only come in twice a week for his pains. Nurse told me
that the Matron (a Colonel in rank) was very offended at his manner & I think that she was right. He has been
very kind but he is not a gentleman. Night before last I was much put out by a big blood blister coming under my
‘old gentleman’ I was afraid that it might put him out of action which sweetheart might have been unfair to
youus both however the Doctor laughed at my fears & now the blister is disappearing so all is well. I feel much
better & am getting on well the stitches will come out to-day. No time yesterday the Doctor was too busy.
Good bye love.
Your loving
Hubby
Doctor taken out 12. clips put into the wound.
Just like red hot iron.
[*This was actually the 19th, as in 118.]
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 111
From: EJFGM
To: an unnamed editor
Dated: 4 Sep., 1915
At:
At: The Spectator?
Inclusions and comments: letters without envelope, one as covering note to the other, which is for publication;
unclear whether never actually sent or just drafts or kept as reference copies.
Sir.
I am on sick leave & cannot write in ink. In the enclosed letter I have not exaggerated in the slightest
degree. In fact it I could with truth work more strongly. Since joining the colours I have spent over a month all
told in Military Hospitals long enough I think for me to judge. Besides I have made further enquiries. It is Step
into the drill hall & investigate for yourself before publishing. That floor scrubbing up in a certain ward of Fort Pitt
Hospital is disgraceful. It is scarcely fair I think for the nurses to be expected to control the orderlies in all details,
this should be done by their own non-coms.
4/Sept./15.
Yrs truly
E.J.F. Garnet Man.
Benenden
(on sick leave)
Cranbrook
Kent
Our Regular Military Hospital
----Sir.
I write without fear or favour but with a strong love & great admiration for the work that is being done by
our Military Regular Military Hospitals under abnormal conditions. Come with me Mr Editor & let us step into any
Military Hospital run by the regular forces of the Crown, you like to name located in or out of Chatham. One of
the first things we notice on^entering is a board hanging at the foot of each patient’s bed, on this board hangs a paper
containing (inter alia) a statement of the patients daily diet. Let us pick out those papers which show a ‘special’
diet such as extra Milk, Chicken, Stout (etc). & let us ask each patient the following question “Have you received
your a ‘special’ diet layedid down by order, regularly day by day?”. The replies in many instances will come as a
very unpleasant surprise. The leakage is much too great. Again let us inspect those utensils used by the bedridden patients & we shall find in many instances that those utensils are not kept as clean as they should be. Now
let us suppose that it is floor scrubbing day in some of the wards & let us watch the ‘modus operandi’, We shall
find that one or two of the ‘orderlies’ detailed for the job are stamping about the ward in heavy service boots, we
shall see the beds at one side of the ward all yanked across the room irrespective of the patient’s temperatures,
whilst that side of the ward is flooded with water & swept with the a bass broom & then when that side of the
ward is finished the other side undergoes the same process. Further inspection will show that although the work
of the medical & nursing staff is just splendid, that work is in many cases gravely handicapped by the ‘green’ state
of the average R.A.M.C. orderly. In an ordinary line regiment it is quite possible to train recruits in the ranks with
men already trained. The stakes are too great ^however when you try & train men on the floors of our hospitals
amongst sick & wounded men unless of course the discipline & organisation are of the very strictest & severest
kind. Again the casual observer might say with a certain amount of truth that the health of either the patient or
the orderly must suffer when that orderly is expected to sit up each & every night for a month or two on end.
Having played the devil’s part of criticism allow me sir to try & build up. The non-commissioned officer is I believe
the back-bone of the British Arm. Now it seems to me^that as far as the work of the average R.A.M.C. non-com is
considered that that work is more or less ‘snowed under’ by innumerable books & papers all marked ‘O.H.M.S.’.
In other words it seems to me that the ‘administrative’ & ‘executive’ work of the average non-commissioned
officer R.A.M.C. officer is not as clearly defined as it ought to be. Each & every ward, & if the ward is a very large
one then say every 40 beds (more or less) should have a non-com told off whose dutiesy it shall be, amonsgst
others, duties, to go round after each meal,personally as is done in ordinary barrack room life, & ask each patient
himself ‘Any complaints. Have you received your diet laid down by order?”. Whose duties should be to see that
all the orderlies are silently shod, shall see that utensils are kept scrupulously clean, shall see that on wash floor
scrubbing days the orderlies go down aon their hands & knees & scrub properly with aout a quite unnecessary
earthquake in the very early hours of the morning. In conclusion I beg to your readers not to misunderstand me.
I write as one who in civil life has helped to start ^& maintainmore than one cottage hospital. I write as one who has
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spent muchany a long day & night as a sick ‘Tommy’ in more than one Military Hospital during the past year, I
write purely & simply out of affection & a strong sense of duty.
Just a Tommy & proud of it.
Corpl.E. Garnet Man.
(on sick leave)
Benenden
Cranbrook
Kent

--
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 038
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: 6, Montagu Street, Portman Square.W. At: Old Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope with text on the back after sealing

Dated: 9 Oct., 1915

Saturday.
My Sweetheart. Dear Aunt Josie is just the same very well indeed, Auntie also was remarkably well. Poor old
girl I expect it is lonely very lonely but remember sweetheart we have a a great deal to be thankful for. I try of
this & think of this fact when I think of that barrack room with its hard boards. & rough blankets. Just fancy
Escombe burning up. Remember sweetheart that we have a prize in that dear old house, Mr E. knows it & so do
itI. It would be a crime to sacrifice it for altho’ I know that the place is very lonely still it has been a health-giver
which is more than can be said of many other places. Sit tight sweetheart & all will come out well.
Aunt Josy is quite well.
Much love to you both.
Your loving
Hubby
Please pay enter enclosed
Colonial Poss. 2/6 on £20.

=

£2.10.

Pay cheque £2/10
You had better say that our income may not exceed £ 500 & we may claim afterwards. The apples did reach the
Invest. registry.
Auntie Hary is I believe
rather worse.
[on the back of the envelope:-]
A.J. uses no wood for her fires. paper, Catherine wheels of paper 3 . few small cinders, small coal (etc)
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 047
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 13 Oct., 1915
c
At:
At: /o Mrs Hewitt, 1 Adelaide Court, Hove
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

My Sweetheart.
When I entered the billet on my return the chaps all gave me a rousing cheer. I am writing in a new
guard room. the Engineers took over our Guard room of which fact our officers were warned but of course they
took no notice & when I came down here last evening we had no guard room, however I phoned through & an
officer came down who knew nothing but he said that the R.Es’ were going to erect a tent that was 6.p.m last
night & up till now 11.pa.m. next day we have no tent. However I spoke smoothly to the caretaker of the engines
& he has lent us the mess kitchen with a nice fire. Brock is with me. I have permission to sleep out & have
secured a room. My papers came back asking for reasons for ‘Home Service’. I shall win in the end. Love all
round. Your loving
Hubby
[overleaf:]
Send John a present from me please
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 032
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 14 Oct., 1915
c
At:
At: /o Mrs Hewitt, 1 Adelaide Court, Hove
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

My Sweetheart.
I write this from the Inmans where I came to lunch only the Doctor & Beatrice are at home. I am
taking Bea. to the theatre this afternoon which has turned out beautifully fine. Dont forget dear that you have to
receive 10s/- from the Invest Registry & 24/- from Phillips. How is Auntie?. I am sending you a parcel of summer
clothes for packing. My room out is very comfy indeed but the lady of the house is nice but quaint My papers
came back from the W.O. asking for reasons why I refuse the Imperial obligation, my Colonel & Adjutant are very
sympathetic. The Colonel wrote a nice letter back about me. I shall win alright. You could see by the papers they
had no intention of refusing. Even the Sergt-Major spoke to me this morning saying that all would be well. You
never mentioned again about that 10s/- that I paid to Knowles for air-craft insurance. I hear that T.Wells was
bombed besides the Strand & the suburbs of Woolwich. There is a piece in the Times about our all being called
upon to surrender half our incomes before the war is over.
Good bye sweetheart. I had cause to report strongly on the want of a guard-room for the engine shed. which I
know pleased the Sergt-Major very much. So all round things are looking up.
Give my best love to Auntie & Eva. Kisses to my loved ones.
Your loving .
Hubby.
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 031
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 16 Oct., 1915
c
At:
At: /o Mrs Hewitt, 1 Adelaide Court, Hove
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope with text added on the back of the envelope

My Sweetheart. No letter for 2 days now, I think. We are on guard at the barrack gates (quarter-guard) a new
guard to me. I have 3 prisoners in the cells. Two boys & a so called man. The formerlatter has already done 130
days at Aldershot for striking a corporal. Now he has 14 days for throwing bread about for leaving his post
besides a whole sheet of small things. He has most wonderful animal spirits, nothing really wrong The other, a
boy full of animal spirits but no real harm & no self-control is in for throwing bread about besides many other
small convictions. The man is an out and out rascal, one is rather sorry for the lads. I have to keep the keys of the
cells & see them all locked in. Did you ever receive that basket of clothes back from Charing X. I don’t want to
lose them. You never mention anything about Knowles being paid twice, you forget to reply sweetheart when
you write. Invest. Registry & Phillips have to pay you money but you never mention them at all. Dear little F.
how the men would love her if she came here. I dont think that there is any doubt about my commission. CI gave
Capt Cheney an official list of officers clothes asking him to tick off necessaries They all think that I shall get it.
Poor old ‘Dick’ Hoare is not happy I was greatly amused over your account of the game?
Good bye sweet wife.
Always your loving hubby
Garnet
[on envelope back after sealing:]
Brock is on guard here
not so well as
I am.
-----
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 037
From: EJFGM
At:
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
Dated: 18 Oct., 1915
c
At: /o Mrs Hewitt, 1 Adelaide Court, Hove

Thanks dear for your letter. Very busy doing Battalion Orderly Corporal & I am also warned for Zeppelin Patrol
which means that we have to patrol the roads & stop all signalling Nothing in paper today Such a nice warm bed
but such a rabid trades-unionist a regular sea-lawyer. Much love.
Garnet, 18/Oct
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 033
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 19 Oct., 1915
c
At:
At: /o Mrs Hewitt, 1 Adelaide Court, Hove
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

My Sweetheart. Mannington drove me down in his car to the baths at Rochester, on the way he was most
communicative He said. “It is only to-day that we were talking about you in the mess & the Colonel said that you
were almost bound to get your commission soon.” Also he told me something about a row he had with the
Colonel & the Colonel was so nice afterwards he apologized to me & we had lunch together”. He also was very
keen to know if anything was known about it amongst the men. I told him that I had heard nothing. He is not a
gentleman & has no right to hold a commission. He did nothing but brag about all that he had done & was doing
for the battalion (etc) (etc) whereas I know perfectly well that he scarcely knows how to form fours, honestly I
believe that Lionel could do better. We now have very stringent orders about keeping our windows dark
evidently some day or another shortly they expect a raid. The 30 odd men in my seem to have the most
extraoridinary respect for me all of a sudden. They are a good lot. Captain Cheney has marked a catalogue of
things necessary. Good bye love.
Always your
loving Hubby.
Kiss my little one.
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 030
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 21 Oct., 1915
c
At:
At: /o Mrs Hewitt, 1 Adelaide Court, Hove
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope; unfranked stamp

Quarter Guard Room.
-------My Sweetheart. I loved your long letter this morning. ‘Wading’ under these conditions is rather pleasant. I
expect that little ‘F’ is having the time of her life. Father as usual is acting hastily only half armed with the facts of
the ‘commission’, Sir Edward Hamilton has been to the W.O. to see about it as however there are several
different people, working different commission departments he does not strike the right one. If Father would
only write to me first, however you will have received by this time a paper sent to Father written by the Adjutant
which is very cheerful. It will be alright but like all Govt. things “the mills of the Gods grind slowly”. We have a
very nice guard with a fire & I have several blankets. One prisoner went out to-day very happy to get away as it is
a bit cold in the cells. This is his first punishment & will I think be his last. Things are strongly in favour of my
commission, if however it is necessary to call up the ‘reserves’ I will write details to Father. Poor little Auntie I
expect that she does feel her physical condition. How are you keeping sweetheart?. Flatter than you were, I
hope. Auntie’s home under normal conditions can be very nice.
Good bye sweetheart. Much love from your loving.
Hubby.
Kiss F & Auntie from me. Also Eva if she is there.
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 029
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 22 Oct., 1915
c
At:
At: /o Mrs Hewitt, 1 Adelaide Court, Hove (earlier in the day)
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope with text on the back after sealing

My Sweetheart. No letter up to the moment altho’ one may come through later. It is rather nice some of the
chaps have said to me on hearing that I might get a commission “We wont h’alf back you up corporal ‘Aint you
coming with our lot (company)”. “They really want me. I know”. The old chap I live with is a rabid Trades
Unionist he tells me that if one man has a bicycle he must not ride to a job if his mate cannot do the same. They
have the most wonderful ideas about what their powers really are. I think that Trades Unionism unless killed by
the war must become a grave menace to the Country. One chap on leave send some ‘shrimps’ to a friend with
the orders to give some to ‘Corporal Man’ There is no news as yet about commission. It will come however.
Much love sweetheart
Your loving
Hubby
[on the back of the envelope:]
Yours to hand. There was only one payment to be made to Knowles for air-craft on furniture. Write to ask them
please
Garnet
What fire insurance?
Is it due now?
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 027
From: ?
To: BEM
Dated: 22 Oct., 1915
At: Canterbury
At: Standen
(later in the day)
Inclusions and comments: empty envelope, forwarded to 1 Adilaide Court, Hove (sic); typewritten address by
unknown sender, apparently the same as 066 in all respects; perhaps used later as storage file.
[inverted on face page, suggesting a later use holding two months’ correspondence:]
Oct. Nov.
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 041
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 23 Oct., 1915
c
At:
At: /o Mrs Hewitt, 1 Adelaide Court, Hove
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope; letter dated “1916”, but content shows “1915” much more likely.

My Sweetheart.
The adjutant tells me that the commission will go through alright & that it will be finished next
week. I shall win love but as it is an exceptionally thing it takes a little longer. I am quite safe. He tells me that
next week will see me through. They want me & will have me & I believe that ^the Colonel always gets what he
wants. Busy cleaning out the room all the morning. Personally sweetheart I have no fear whatever of the future
but it certainly is a trial of patience. Two Colonels & two Majors have told me that I cannot get a home
commission. I will prove them wrong. Those dreams denote too much good food at your Aunt’s house & I must
order you to cut down your nightly supper. Keep the colours flying lassie I shall win.
Your loving
Hubby
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 173
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 23 Oct., 1915
c
At:
At: /o Mrs Hewitt, 1 Adelaide Court, Hove
Inclusions and comments: letter and photo in envelope; postmark illegible

My Sweetheart. If you want Framsie & the kids arrange accordingly. Dont worry over any possible buyer for
Standen. If the buyer wants to buy your arrangement with Framsie wont influence or effect the sale of the
property so just go ahead dear one if you want her. Nurse Cavil’s death is the Providence working for us. A great
sacrifice was needed to fill up the ranks. The sacrifice has been made, not by the killing of a goat or a lamb but by
the murder of an hospital nurse. The offering is acceptable & the ranks are filling fast. From now onwards you
will in all probability see the tide turn very slowly at first against our enemies ^but with ever increasing force. It is
very curious how when an army or navy chap gets on the platform he cannot speak for nuts. They are all the
same. Dont worry your blessed little head over the war, the whole matter is only one of infinite patience. It is
very curious how Nurse Cavil’s death came just at the very moment that we were starting the greatest recruiting
campaign of history, most possibly To that of Peter the Hermit.
Much love sweetheart.
Your loving Hubby.
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 034
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 25 Oct., 1915

My Sweetheart
I have just come back from a long talk with the Adjutant & he tells me to have just a little more
patience. ‘I give you 100 to 1 on your commission going through Corporal’ he said ‘we have had commission
papers of men aged 36 returned finally rejected because we could give no sound reason for their going through,
yours has been kept the birth-certificate has been returned, which is the usual method the usual order for
commissions before gazetting. Yours is a very exceptional commission the Colonel has pressed the matter in his
letters very hard as he wants you’. I am quite confident of success but like everything else it takes time. If they
were going to reject your papers they would have done it by now. In fact I could hold out my hand now &
congratulate you”. Enclosed are the boys letters. I shall win love so cheer up. Such a jolly feather bed last night.
Much love dear,
Your loving, Hubby
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 042
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 28 Oct., 1915
c
At:
At: /o Mrs Hewitt, 1 Adelaide Court, Hove
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

My Sweetheart,
I had two drills yesterday & then I had to go on guard last night & curiously enough this
morning I feel very well, though I expected to feel absolutely rotten. Our sergeant has just come in with the sad
news of Van Roogan’s death in the Middlesex Hospital. Poor Van Roogan, it was only a few months back that I
said to him ‘Go carefully because within a few months there might be one if not two little crosses marking all that
remains of either or both of us’. R.I.P. You remember meeting him at the motor?. Last night we suddenly had all
the electricity turned off & a Zep. was reported off the mouth of the Thames. The lights were turned on again
soon afterwards. At father’s request I have written to Sir E. Hamilton all facts about the commission but I doubt if
he can do much more than Geoffrey.
Good bye love
much love to you all
Your loving Hubby
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 046
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Halstead, Sandgate
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 30 Oct., 1915 Saturday

My Sweetheart.
Thanks for your wire & two letters. So sorry to hear about Auntie, my own impression is that she
will not last long because if as you say she has gone down hill even since you have been there. the momentum is
almost bound^to increase very rapidly at her age. You are quite right to stay beside her you had better also call in
a lawyer immediately & have a P/A made out in your name. It is not much use Cecil having one, he is too far away
besides you might be entirely frightfully bothered in getting at him just now when you needed him most. Of
course darling girl you must stand by her till the end if need be. I arrived here at 9 last night found all well Eric &
wife staying till Monday, Got measured to-day for new clothes which wont be ready for trying on till Thursday.
Tomorrow evening I go to Wye to attend Van Rogan’s funeral at 11. Monday. Then I thought of coming through
direct to you for two days, if however this is not convenient wire me here if there is a Sunday delivery or better
still wire c/o M.R. Dunstan. Wye College. Wye. AshfordKent. If I dont hear from you very early Monday morning then I will
come. I should like to see Auntie once again.
Your loving
Hubby
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 131
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 11 Dec., 1915
c
At:
At: /o Mrs Hewitt, 1 Adelaide Court, Hove
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

My Sweetheart.
I cannot always write to you we are so busy draining the place in this awful weather. I wonder what in the
world has happened to F & W*. Hope they are not interned My sentry reported last night signalling which I have
to investigate. My Captain is coming along at 11. to hold a boot parade. If dear you come across any nice
interesting books for young men just pack them up & send them along dear to my address Sharnal Street via
Gravesend (for rail parcels) also order (the ‘stores’ are better) for gloves after all). Let me know all news
‘passionless’ sweetheart. What a sweet little girl F*. is. I hope that later on you will be able to come & stay in Mrs
Reed’s cottage & bring the little girl.
Pillow just arrived
Much love dear
Hubby
[* F & W must be Florrie and her husband, W. Worship, who travel abroad. The little girl F is Felicity Man.]
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 155
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 13 Dec., 1915
c
At:
At: /o Mrs Hewitt, 1 Adelaide Court, Hove
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

My Sweetheart.
I have received such a letter of grateful thanks from ‘Skerten’. It is really a splendid appointment
2/Lieut on the confidential staff of the Genl in charge of the British troops in Egypt on £250. p.a. besides
allowances. Your old Hubby is quite proud of his-self even his old Daddy could not have done better. My little
stove keeps my coop quite warm & I love, love the life. We are laying drain pipes. Buy in nothing but old stuff
dear & find out first how much you will get to spend, this of course is right. Yes dear I am also glad that Eva
comes off well. Just kiss her from me and tell her so. Remember sweetheart that we may have rainy days before
the war is over. I am using Miss Blandford as a collecting centre. She is collecting my few necessaries from the
different shops then when all is ready going to drive up here & deliver them (with her sister) (she does not deliver
her sister). Then I am going back to tea & the theatre after. That chap ‘Skerten’ is very lucky as it means a door to
fame & fortune. ‘Four Zepplins reported from Calais ready to proceed to East Coast on the weather moderating’
Last message through. Wind is howling at the moment.
Much love dear.
Your loving
Hubby
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 128
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 167 Dec., 1915
c
At:
At: /o Mrs Hewitt, 1 Adelaide Court, Hove
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

My Sweetheart.
Capt. Cheney tells me that it may be possible to get his wife’s lodgings for a week as from the 27th Dec or
thereabouts. I have not seen the Landlady as yet so am not sure as to whether there is room for Nurse & child.
Just please think over this matter but always remember that it will be possible to get rooms even later in High
Halstow I think so that there is no great hurry. I should however like the boys to come up & see the place before
they return to school. I am so busy love I find it difficult to get time to write. I shall put in if I can for 48 hours
Xmas leave whether I get it or not remains to be seen. Let me know dear your Xmas plans. I am drawing up a
scheme of linking up the different redoubts by light tramways. All the horses have fallen sick owing to the
appalling state of the mud.
It seems to me that the legal profession is the best in this country. Barristers, solicitors & lawyers who have
gained commissions generally manage to get the plums. One of our boys (out of the two at present) should I
think take up the law. I have not heard a word from the boys for some time now. You never gave me the letters
to read. Poor old girl I expect you are finding the place a bit lonesome. Shall we give the piano to the Battalion?.
If dear it is a bad time to sell things it is also a good time to buy stocks like ‘consols’ which are very low.
Much love my darling.
Your loving
Hubby
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 165
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 12 Dec., 1915 Sunday
c
At:
At: /o Mrs Hewitt, 1 Adelaide Court, Hove
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

My Sweetheart.
Thanks dear for buying gloves hope they will be big enough. Let me know when they are sent
addressed to Sharnal St. Station via Gravesend where we can fetch them. All parcels should be sent this way. I
went to the 11. today at High Halstow & am going to tea with the Vicar this afternoon. If sweetheart you want
any of the things as remembrances make your bid sweetheart. I should arrange with Eva to share these matters
with you so that if she goes first they pass to you & vicé versâ then you need both bid for the same but share in
common. You will know then that they are kept in the family. Stick to Lionel & Navy it is of very great
importance. You will have nearer £6000 than £3000. I think. Harriet & her sister come up on Wednesday with
some things for Xmas & I return with them have tea & then Empire. This is a glorious day but we are under a sea
of mud & I live in big rubber boots. (Be careful of the sizes of those gloves dear). She is a nice girl Harriet & I
think is rather fond of me or the uniform. She is very clever I think, ‘chic’ is correct I believe. Must write to the
boys from whom I have heard nothing of for weeks.
Much love dear.
Hubby.
I never hear either of or from the boys. This is part of someone’s duty sweetheart. I always write once a week.
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 036
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 22 Dec., 1915
c
At:
At: /o Mrs Hewitt, 1 Adelaide Court, Hove
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

My Sweetheart.
The weather is so appalling & I a we are entirely under mud & winter that all I can do is to sit by my
little fire & learn about military matters from books. Our old Colonel is an awful old woman. Like all
schoolmasters accustomed to the handling of boys he will treat his officers as though they were children.
Practically all his spare time is spent in playing bridge. I believe at heart that he is not a bad chap but like so many
terrier officers his first though is not for his men but for his own comfort. You will have the boys with you at Xmas
which is jolly & I am so glad. At 2.30. to-day Miss B. & her sister came here in a motor & we drive back to tea then
to the theatre. Mother writes asthat my corporal’s clothes are done up but whether she means that they are
cleaned or ready for cleaning I not know. I want to keep them as a an heir-loom for the boys. My men are very
busy putting up missletoe & green stuff. We certainly shall make Xmas as happy as we can. They have very pretty
decorations & I have sent up to the Vicar for more I am roping in all the civilians around. Please dear send me
another pair of drawers for winter. I cannot get them in this God-forsaken place. A very merry Xmas & a Happy
New Year to you darling wife.
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

9 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 126
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 27 Dec., 1915
c
At:
At: /o Mrs Hewitt, 1 Adelaide Court, Hove
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

My Sweetheart.
Thanks much for diary which will be very useful. I spent a happy afternoon yesterday with the Vicar’s
two elderly sisters & five children. We sat round the fire & I told them stories & we chatted for over an hour.
Xmas without children is not worth much I reckon that I had the best time of any officers. The wind is howling &
the rain has been awful. I am going to take the Vicar’s eldest boy round the guards with me. Last night at about
11. we received a phone through about air-craft being heard (etc). Only hope that they were out as they would
never get back. Hope dear that your received my Xmas letter. Yours dated 24th arrived to-day 27th so the mails
are disbanded. Kiss my little ones from me & plenty for my little wife.
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

9 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 051
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 30 Dec., 1915
At:
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope with writing on the back after sealing

My Sweetheart. Many thanks for ‘Letts’ which is just what I want. Such fun the other night our head-quarters
phoned through late
“ Benenden . P.O. reports 3. Zepps. at 8.5.5. London bound” I simply roared quietly at
the idea of our little village warning every post in Kent whereas no doubt someone had come out of the ‘Bull’ &
heard things in ‘the air”
Be careful dear about your stamps I paid 2d on yours containing reports (etc) also a notification about Insurance
of fire which was due 25th December from Keith. This is overdue. Any damage done by wind at home?. I shall
pay Keith from here.for that fire insurance. Lionel had better wait awhile about the Navy. This is all that can be
done as he has another 12 months Still dear carry out Mr P’s instructions & be ready. In a month’s time the
application can go in & then withdrawn later if necessary (one is not bound I take it by the entry). I should like to
have been with you all on Xmas day. It is two years now since we had an Xmas together. Drive the children over
one day before they leave return to school. The reports are not bad especially J’s.
Very busy. Much love to you sweetheart.
I want you here.
Your loving
Hubby
[on the back of the envelope:]
Have sent cheque to Keith for fir insurance.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

9 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 159
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 1 Jan., 1916

My Sweetheart.
Just a line to wish^you all the sweetest of good wishes for the New Year. May every blessing rest upon
you darling wife & may the next New Year’s day find us all together once more This is an appalling place for wind
& rain. The wind just now is howling, howling as hard as it can & one can do little outside. They will not give
officers 48 hours leave until they have been inoculated so I shall have to be done soon. Before the boys go back I
want you to motor over here I can get one or two friends up the road to give you lunch. We will arrange about
this dear if you will arrange dates say Jany 15th. Your letters are about the only things I have to look forward to.
out in this swamp. Much love sweetheart
Your loving . Hubby
-------

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

10 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 148
From: EJFGM
At:
Inclusions and comments: postcard

To: BEM
At: Standen

Dated: 8 Jan., 1916 Saturday

Very busy all morning on a tactical operation for officers only. Very interesting but very tiring from 8.30. till one.
Please dear do nothing about motor until you hear from me as the dates all depend on my getting leave . Tea bell
has just rung. It will be jolly if I can get a week but I have my doubts. Much love darling . Yr loving
GHubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

10 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 098
From: Lionel and John
To: BEM
At: prep school
At:
Inclusions and comments: letters from L and J without envelope

Dated: 8 Mar., 1916

Lionel wrote:

John wrote:

Reproduced by Stephen Durnford

10 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 129
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Yarmouth
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 8 Mar., 1916

71. P.B.T.F.
11. North Parade
My Sweetheart.
Yarmouth
We been so very busy I really have had no time to write. We marched over in grand style our
Company did the 11 miles in great form. It is so curious but the more interest you take in the march the easier
things come out. This is a splendid Town. Large broad streets with splendid sands & a frontage of some 3 miles.
We have a certain section of coast to patrol as a war station with of course innumerable patrol boats, mine
sweepers (etc) always lying to close in shore during the evening. Huge battle sea-planes always patrolling the air,
enormous things like some big bird with a small bird in its claws. You never saw such monstrosities. Tonight my
Company is in reserve which means that I have to be up at 3.30. tomorrow morning & stand the Company to arms
at dawn & then on Tuesday I have to patrol the coast signing the book at each picquet post. This with an
occasional drill is my daily dr routine. We each have a small bedroom 6 officers, a Major, Captain & 4 sub-alterns
with a common room for 37/6 per week all told. We dine with the family Ma & 2 daughters a Mrs Applethwaite
widow of an old officer in the Norfolks, once stationed in Rangoon years ago who remembers several people I
knew more especially friends of Fathers & mothers. She left on account of a nervous breakdown brought on by
seeing 3 men inrobbing her at night. They are very bright and happy in spite of Zeps. Tell me dear for certain
when you can come for a week or so. This moon time for preference as no Zeps come during moon time. This is
important it would do John & L. good.& I will look out quarters for you.
Much love
Your loving . Hubby
-----------------------

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

10 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 097
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 10 Mar., 1916

My Sweetheart. What appalling weather. Yesterday I had orders to take out the on a route march. Having
been in the ranks I was able to give them a few hints so we marched off & on the way out we met the band
practising so I told them to play us along which they did & we marched home with great éclat. Did I tell you that
Edith expected to get a place at Eastbourne
She dreads going away I know poor girl. I am anxiously waiting to hear from Cecil as to when he is coming but so
far no news. which is a nuisance. I am trying to get 24 hours leave so as to spend it with him but it does not
appear likely. We will go to the Scala when the war is over which wont be very long I think now. Did I tell you
that we have stopped ‘treating’ in the Mess. a great victory for economy. I hear that Capt M. will not return at all.
He is an extraordinary individual. No leave for 48 hrs is granted unless a man has been inoculated he always
wrote down that he had been inoculated, whereas he told several that he never had been & in fact his wife told
me in the ‘mess’ that he never had been inoculated. However we have I expect seen the last of him & no one is
sorry. One would’nt mind if only he could be taken down a few pegs. I am making up lectures ‘on guard’ work &
delivering them to the men of the different redoubts.. I am getting on.
Much love to you both & kisses to all
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

10 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 162
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter on Buffs stationery in envelope

Dated: 15 Mar., 1916

My Sweetheart
No more news about our moving which makes many of us doubt as to whether we shall move after all.
There is a talk of the ‘Hebrides’ which I believe is all rot. Remember my dear that you can claim 3 years back for
Income Tax. If you will only do as I asked you long ago & sort out the ‘dividend warrants’ in the long drawer in my
desk you would greatly help. It is no use approaching U. Jim he wont be bothered. These papers re. Boys
schooling must be at C’brook bank. Lionel’s drawing is quite good. The boys evidently inherit your talent for
drawing which will be most useful to them in after life. Dont fear I don’t believe that we shall go away. All the
youngsters single between 19 & 41, 140 in all were called out of the ranks to take on foreign service. Married
men above 35 are not likely to be called up. Much love to you all
Your loving Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

10 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 001
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 21 Mar., 1916

My Sweetheart.
Since posting my card to you orders have suddenly come through ‘Battalion will leave for
Lowestoft on Saturday evening’. So dear do not write to me here after Friday. I cannot understand why they
should send a Kentish Battalion to Norfolk still I suppose they know their duty better than I do. However we are I
think going away from the ‘spotted fever’ which is bad in Chatham & it will mean more leave later on
It is over 2 months since we met dear but next month after Miss De Souza has come we will arrange a good time
together either dear I will come to you or else you must come up to me when the nights are moonlight as
Lowestoft is a soldiers’ billet. The court-martial has been altered to this afternoon & I am to go for instruction.
We shall have a nice job up at Lowestoft with some of these old soldiers who under present circumstances are
kept far away from liquor now with pubs all around them up there things will be different. Do you know anybody
who knows anybody up at Lowestoft.
I have just finished ‘Red Pottage’ & must say it is a strange book. The writer expects a woman to sacrifice
everything for the man she loves even though the man may have acted in a somewhat dishonourable manner.
She was only engaged to him Certainly the man dies in her arms & they do not wed. It is a wonderfully written
story & makes one think a great deal. When does Miss De Souza come to you?. I think dear that if you read
through some of G & Coy’s letter you may find one from U. Jim or the firm in which they acknowledge holding the
boys schooling insurance papers. Please also look in the two big bottom drawers & examine insurance papers.
carefully. This war is a nuisance still I am earning money now I should have some to spend at Lowestoft for
ourselves on cars (etc). the change by the sea if it is fine in April will do us all good. Much love dear.
Your loving Hubby
-----------

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

10 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 112
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: 32 Lyndhurst R., Lowestoft
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 27 Mar., 1916

My Sweetheart.
We marched down & left Strood about 9., 5 of us in a carriage. Soon after starting the light went out & we
travelled in darkness. Personally I was glad as it kept the chaps in the carriage quiet & one was able to get a little
sleep. We travelled through Bishopsgate L’pool Street, via Ipswich & marched out of Lowestoft Station at about
2.30. a.m, The men marched to the Drill Hall where they received a cup of coffee. We then went to the club, had
a cup of coffee then I came on here, slept from 5.a.m. to 7, then went to see my men in the Drill Hall. They had
no breakfast except coffee which I shared with them returned & had breakfast then back again & helped to billet
out the Company. The poor Chaps got no breakfast till 11.30. However they are very comfy in their billets & so
am I. Another officer and I are billeted with a Mr & Mrs Oppenheimer two young children a charming Lancashire
family 30s/- a week. I have a large front room with delightful big bed & all very comfy Nice grub & charming folk.
We are out for a long route march this morning & this afternoon we paraded for an hour to hear rules &
regulations. Sorry dear to hear about F. but she must have passed the worst by now We are I understand to get
4 days every 6 weeks. However love when you can leave let me know & I will take rooms for you near by where
we can both live for a time. This is a delightful spot so interesting in every way. A long town spread for 3 miles
along the sea front with a tram running through all the way. No raid since last August. The Zeps pass over here.
Much love sweetheart.
Always your
loving
Hubby
Two of yours ford?

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

10 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 116
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 30 Mar., 1916 Thursday

My Sweetheart. Just come in 4.p.m. after a very hard day, drill, drill all the time. Whilst we drill on the sands a
plane of yours is constantly scouting around as however we have over 1000 men on parade fully armed we could I
think give an hostile plane a warm welcome. One rather wishes to see an aerial battle, Tonight I am orderly
officer which means that I have to sleep in my boots in the orderly room. So glad to hear that the wee girl is
getting better. So long as she eats well there is nothing much too worry over.& I am glad she was no worse. I
understand that in bad cases there is a great bleeding at the nose. Houses can be got very cheap here just now in
this place so dear later on I wil you might come. This is I believe a glorious place in the summer. Beautiful sands.
It will do you all good. I have received an invitation from U. Willies friends Rev. Mr & Mrs Peat about 4 miles out
for Sunday tea I shall borrow a byc and go. I must say that we are very comfy. Let me know dear when you can
come here. Wives having no children have already arrived [The]y wont trust their Hubbies very far. Much love
dear
Your loving Hubby
-------

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

10 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 045
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: 32 Lyndhurst R., Lowestoft
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 1 Apr., 1916

My Sweetheart.
We are having an exciting & a strenuous time. We have an awful lot of work to do but I find dear
wife that I can give points to all the other officers in my company, they know very little indeed. You see at
Chattenden we did most guard work & not drill now all is changed & I can lead the Company where the others
cannot. (Their little boy has just upset himself in the pram & banged his forehead badly) Last night at 7.30. the
lights all went out & the patrols went around warning people to shut their blinds & the whole place was plunged
into profound darkness. I turned in to sleep & at 1.30 I heard the anti-aircraft guns going off or at least the officer
billetted with me came into my room crying with fear & shaking saying the Zepps were over whereas what really
happened was they were returning from bombing somewhere or other & beyond dropping one bomb on a
rubbish heap they sailed out to sea on the return journey. I felt exceedingly sorry for the officer with me. He is
32 & asked if he might come into my bed & hold my hand. He was crying hard.
The lady of the house, a Manchester girl stout & pretty was not in the least disturbed neither was the
master of the establishment. We are going to see the damage which I understand is not much. Our guns are
miserable little things it was when you saw heard the big guns of the warship that you felt something was being
done. All day longs planes patrols around to keep off hostile aeroplanes. Not much news from you dear.
Much love dear.
Your loving Hubby.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

10 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 048
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: 32 Lyndhurst R., Lowestoft
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 2 Apr., 1916

My poor darling. I expect that the little girl has been a trouble. As regards Cecil write & tell him (keeping a copy)
that you can give £110. of War Loan scrip & certain other securities^2 / 32 or 3 times more than £117 outside the trust fund
scrip, if Keith will accept them in lieu of cash. Securities far over & above the amount required ought to Satisfy
them considering we understand that the money paid for the household furniture could be deducted. If they
agree then approach the Cranbrook Bank & ask them to hand the securities, which of course will be named, to
Cecil or Keith, otherwise dear write to Jo I am quite sure that she will lend you the money. on your pro-note.
You ought I think to see the Doctor about this w-cough. Yes dear as soon as you can come for a week up here
bring L. with you & leave Miss D’s. with baby. You must see the Doctor about yourself
Leave the land idle meanwhile. Meanwhile have you received Hart’s rent. Leave the Income Tax return, there is
heaps of time every 3 years is enough. Our hens are not sitting breeds so dont worry either here. What a
glorious day. Much love darling wife. Thank C. very much for his letter it is a very kind letter.
Your loving . Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

11 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 020
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 13 Apr., 1916 Thursday

My Sweetheart.
Yesterday evening weI heard that the King was coming to-day so we had a holiday & all of us officers
sloped off towards the flying station & after waiting for 3/4 hours the King came driving along in a motor looking
dear wife very much changed since I last saw him in Burma. Everything was very quiet. If you have decided for
Tuesday week let me know. I will move in Saturday week & I think stay there for good.(gong gone for dinner).
There is a big show on the pier to-night, a musical performance of sorts, one or two have gone but I am too tired.
Tomorrow night I go on the guards from 9.p.m till 5.30. a.m. which comes once every four days. I have an
invitation to ‘Fritton Hall’ the Buxtons’ place*. I hear that a certain regiment here the Essex has 200 men & 26
officers whereas in our battalion we have 1000. men & 22 officers.
With much love sweetheart. Your loving
Hubby
--------* Fritton Hall, Great Yarmouth, was occupied by unmarried brothers Abbot Redmond Buxton (1868-1944) and
Edward Hugh Buxton (1880-1955), who were both in the services, possibly as Army officers, and so at least one
could have been a colleague of EJFGM.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

11 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 140
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 16 May., 1916

My Sweetheart . We are so busy one hardly has time to look around much less to write. I am so glad to hear
your good account of everything at Standen. Enclosed you will find my ideas as to your questions. This place is
glorious in good weather but it must be awful in winter. We each have a sector given to us wherein to dig a fire,
& communication trenches likewise a dug-out. It is interesting work for a time but gets monotonous What’s
wrong with Miss De S. she is not very strong I think. Did you get my cheque love? Please dear keep my letters
beside you when you reply. I always do so with yours. Salter must find out how much petrol he uses & tender
the account weekly. Hulme was right in advising each member of the family as to how the ‘will’ stood. There is
no necessity for the houses to be sold but they oug one ought to be ‘let’ as soon as possible. We dont want to
keep two houses. I paid no money to Barson. I asked for her bill to be presented. Please pay this & enter it
against the Estate. You should put down questions that you want to ask ‘Noyes’ & then when you have a small
list go in & settle things at one sitting. As regards dear heirlooms, Mother had better I think lock them up
meanwhile or better still have a list made & put them in the bank. This you can settle with mother. You forgot to
enclose the boys letters. Dont destroy Zola’s works as some are valuable especially early editions. Good bye my
love, I wish that I could come home from for a time. Kiss all from me.
Your loving
Hubby
I will answer your questions tomorrow dear.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

14 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 142
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Corton, Lowestoft
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 31 May., 1916

My Sweetheart.
I had quite a pleasant afternoon yesterday. Went over to Lowestoft, had tea with the Oppenheimers’, then
took them on to the ‘pictures’, & dinner at the Royal. Such a nice dinner, thick soup, soles, mutton cutlets,
poulet, meringues (etc). About 10. it came on to pelt with rain & we could get no vehicle of any sort however the
rain stopped & we all walked home I went on the extra 2 miles after dropping them arriving home about 11.p.m.
This morning there was a deep fog & all the ships cleared for action as there was a report of the German fleet
being out. This afternoon when I was on the cliff digging trenches, the General, Colonel, Major & another old
‘dug-out’ came along looking very learned but they knew that I knew ther that they knew nothing of what
trenches ought to be. Oh! dear me poor Old England never ready for anything. This must be a short letter love as
the post is just going. What about our hay?. Let me know all about the family conclave so long as nothing
perishable is left in B.H. it does not matter letting.
Much love darling
Your loving
Hubby
---------

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

14 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 141
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 20 Jun., 1916
At:
At: 6 Marine Parade, Hythe
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope with note on the back after sealing; stamp and postmark torn out.

My Sweetheart.
I shall write to you more fully when I have time tomorrow. Our Captain forgot to pay the men’s billets
this morning & as I wasam the officer on duty I had to go round this afternoon & work on our half-hol paying
these wretched outstandings which was annoying & prevented my writing before especially as I am on guard tonight. Now one word dear wife about in regard to the apportioning of A.M’s things. Say very very little indeed to
anyone. If you have any suggestions to make, make them to Mother only & say very little to Dolly or any-body.
else only keep on the fringe of things. It will be far easier to divide up when once we have a proper inventory. No
more just now. Next moon-light you might come up here with F. end middle of June.
Your loving
Hubby
[on the back of the envelope:]
have signed cheque for £10.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

15 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 157
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 19 Jul., 1916
At: Hopton P.O.
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope with a note on the back after sealing; stamp and postmark torn out.

My Sweetheart. I have had such a lot to do being alone - I can scarcely find time to turn round. I send you a
sweet letter from Mrs Craig who has two little girls, one aged a few months & if you can get up to stay a few days I
should like it also. You had better wire her on Friday if you can come Sat/Tuesday, otherwise write if a few days
later would suit. I have been put on a special job of passing fodder which has entailed a great deal of extra work.
The day before yesterday two ladies turned up^at this club, both of them on the very shady side of 30. One
exceedingly quiet & nice, the other very pretty & very quaint a lady with nerves. Yesterday I had tea with the
quiet lady, her mother, Mrs Brown & married sister & then we all had supper with Miss the other miss Scott who is
a little queer but harmless. They were all very kind to me & this was the first time I had left the place for a week.
Mrs Craig lives about 1.¾ miles from here she is such a nice woman & drives her own car. You may remember
that we mealed with her.
The stations run Central Lowestoft, N. Lowestoft, Corton (where you alighted) & Hopton next. The moon is up
now I think but it has been so cloudy one finds it difficult to see. Flo will have gone. It was a grand success your
Red X day so glad. You ought to have the little one’s photo taken in her dress. You see dear that I did originally
make out the I. tax returns Jany/Dec but in order to facilitate matters this time I have changed it You get some
return for your large family I believe
I wrote Keith as follows. I cannot understand how your dad. could have left you £3000. to bring you home from
India on the one hand & then taken your away your share of E’s estate on the other. That’s a scorcher for K & K.*
‘Pernambuco’. I wrote ^againto the Bank about this as Invest Registry said they would be paid. Watch carefully
dear then write to the I. R. 3/5 Waterloo Place if the Bank fails to collect. Very sorry to hear about Lucas, however
we shall win now. Send ‘Pullars’ to Hopton dear. It was not safe for them to send direct we might have been
shifted or better bring it with you. There is no chance of leave just yet I find.
Always your loving .
Hubby.
----[* = Keith and Keith, as in 057 of 14 Aug. 1914.
on the back of the envelope:]
A big bunch of roses has just come from my new friends.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

15 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 106
From: L
To: EJFGM
Dated: ?28 Jul., 1916
At: Standen
At:
Inclusions and comments: without envelope; date not given, but deduced as shortly before 29 Jul. 1916; not
transcribed

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

23 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 172
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: “Galston” = Gorleston-on-Sea
At:
Inclusions and comments: two letters without envelope, possibly sent together

Dated: 29 Jul., 1916 Saturday

My Sweetheart.
Yesterday afternoon I went out to a Mr Chamberlains place to see his 50 homing pigeons. kept for the
Admiralty. He is a regular character & loves his pigeons as much as his family. Cleans them out 3 times a day.
They are used trained in flights of 100 miles. Just fancy a pigeon has been known to fly home 3000. miles in 5
days. Another pigeon has been known to return home after 3 years He wants me to take them up later on.
There are wonderful prizes to be won. His room contains a beautiful clock besides innumerable cups. Zeps are
plying their traffic again. Tell the boys to dig trenches with parapets, not more than 3 feet deep are or else they
may fall in & bury them. One poor man lost his wife in a dug-out which was not properly constructed.& the earth
buried her. Has Eva settled at Margate or where? Please give her my love when you write. Am looking forward
to Baby’s photos. I am glad to hear that L. can swim. Two miles in fresh water is harder than 1½ mile. in salt
water. The latter is more buoyant. Give my love to Florrie when you write. I should like to see her. I see that a
sub-lieut of 68 has been killed in France
I wont sell British Burma Petroleums. Dont forget dear that we exchange ‘Burma Investments’ now in the hands
of the ‘Bank of Rangoon Burma for ordinary shares in the British Burma Petroleum Coy. They will be worth
money some-day. Who is Mrs A. Lucy Hough, a friend of yours!!!
Mrs Craig came over to play golf with Hughes & myself but we laughed so much we could do nothing. ‘Hughes’
has lost 5 balls in 2½ hours.
Do you know that for days, except to-day, we have not seen the sun on account of sea fogs. Please dear read
enclosed & send on. It is worth money.
Much love & kisses to all around & much to yourself dear wife.
Your loving
Hubby
[on different paper:]
Thanks sweetheart for the photos of the little girl. They are good but very small. I showed them to some people
on the Links & they said remarked that she was much like me. I dont mind L. using the gun but I do hope that he
will be careful as he is rather young for such big weapons. Owing to weather conditions we have been left more
or less in peace the last two nights When they do come we have a beastly time of it out till 3. a. m. There really
was very little damage done the last few times. I will tell you all about it when we meet I hope next Saturday Do
you know that I have not seen Standen since January. Our telephone which is a most important adjunct to our
camp broke down & we have great trouble over it as the military will not take it right over. We ought to have a
field wire run round the coast long ago. My application for leave has gone in & has to go to the Brigade for
sanction. I do long for this war to cease. Much love darling wife.
Your loving Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

16 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 171
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 31 Jul., 1916

My Sweetheart. Yesterday the sea was lovely & I had my first dip for several years it was jolly & I shall try again
when possible. The ‘Monitor’ boys are very anxious to try her 6” gun on a Zep. which we expect at any moment
now. Remember love that the Pernambuco are paying all arrears & you should have it from bank. The Dunstans
will be glad when the marriage is a ‘fait accompli’ here I expect I am going to ask for leave for a week from
Saturday week if I can get it, but they are all very ‘crabby’ about leave now-a-days. We live in a Garden of Eden
here. Naked soldiers plunge into the sea by the thousands & people walking on the cliff take no notice. It is
magnificent thing for the soldiers, How I long to get home for a few days but I shall only laze & eat & sleep. The
Colonel inspected us to-day & altho’ he seemed pleased I was not.
Much love sweet wife.
Your loving
Hubby
----------I shall bathe in Dick’s pool.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

16 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 024
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Gorleston
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 24 Aug., 1916

My Sweetheart. ‘Hughes’ has gone up to Town for 48 hrs. about his being transferred to another unit so I am in
sole command To-day an officer of the Brigade came around to see about the phone. At the present moment if
we wish to give a warning of any hostile attack we have to put 3d in the slot which of course is disgraceful. We
had a good laugh over it considering that this is one of the most dangerous spots in England
Now dear one word about John That little boy is full of life & tries to act up to his elders which means a great
strain. You can tell by the lad’s face that he is a bit strained & he must be made to rest. He never gets to sleep
before 9 or 9.30. which is much too late for a kid of his build. The lad should grow fat & strong, The boy’s whole
future life may rest upon the fact of how much sleep he gets now. A girl is naturally of a more sedentary nature
than a boy.& does not need I think so much looking after as a boy in this respect. He also wants a tonic like
chemical food.
Tomorrow I have to take a party down to the rifle range at Pakefield some 8 miles from here. Much love darling
wife
Sorry to hear about the boys losing the match. Tell Lionel to write to me about it Cecil.
Your loving . Hubby.
You might write to Bradly & Hulme & tell ask them to let you have £100. as soon as possible or ask them when
you think it possible that you can do it.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

16 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 021
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 27 Aug., 1916 Sunday

My Sweetheart.
We have been inundated with people. Captains & Majors & now 3.30 we have a whole crowd of she-males come
up to play golf which of course Hughes really loves. This is not a particularly nice billet & I shall be glad when we
leave. There is a small bungalow near here & I am thinking dear that when the boys go back you might come up
for a time. Did I tell you that we^the regiment went to a lecture by an R.A.M.C. Colonel who said that he would
address us on ‘scabies’ & bugs & fleas but that he would lecture in Tommy’s language. What His idea of Tommy’s
language disgusted me? He talked about a ‘smelling’ parade where men had to smell each others clothes to see if
their clothes were clean. I left the place absolutely disgusted & so did a large number of the soldiers. These
officers know really very little about the tommy. The tommies like decency & order in language from their
officers much better than the language of the camp. Last night I went & had tea ^with Miss Scott & niece. The
niece is a girl of 16 who works in a munition works at Norwich. Miss Scott gets madder & madder. You would like
the Browns. Miss Brown was private secretary to Mrs Gully* (the late speaker’s wife). There appear to be well
founded reports that we are soon to have our own Zeps.
Much love sweetheart.
Your loving Hubby
Post just going
[* William Court Gully (1835 – 1909), 1st. Viscount Selby, was Speaker of the House of Commons 1895 – 1905.]

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

16 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 023
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 31 Aug., 1916

We are having such a nice morning sweetheart. Heavy wind & rain with abnormally high tides. Two men came
rushing in to say that our bathing boat for the men was being washed away so we had to turn out & pull the
beastly thing right up the beach & as it weighs about 1 ton we had an awful job. My friend Hughes a very decent
chap to live with but an nother* soldier is no use whatever when a sudden call comes. One of the spoilt darlings
of fortune. One of the mens tents leaks badly & as our bugler boy is nearly 52. years old you can understand what
wet means for these old boys, these old Notn.Reservists who left their homes waiting for no posters, political
rhetoric, group system or compulsion but simply answered the call ^of duty when the war first broke out. Govt.
does not half look after them in my opinion. Last night I was on duty & had to walk in the rain & blackness along
the cliff edge, it was rather sport. I have got a slight touch of piles since that shooting practice nothing much & I
have annointing stuff. I dont know much about the bungalow yet but will find out all I can & let you know. You
could only come during moonlight otherwise it might interfere with my work. I gave Cecil the name of an hotel
long long ago & as I only received your letter last night Tuesday no reply of mine would reach him in time. Be
careful my love of that bicycle. We have one or two nasty hills around Standen & I am so afraid that you will
forget to test the brakes before going out & then, well there is nothing more dangerous than a bicycle, a steep hill
& bad brakes. So be careful very careful love. Petrol is I think dearer than a 3rd return now. Good old Kitty we
are going it. Our turn next.
Much love sweetheart. Your loving Hubby.
[*the intention here appears to be “but as a soldier”.]

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

16 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 026
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 1 Sep., 1916
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope; year not given, but deduced from content.

Sweet Angela.
I call you this for a change as this is your buff-day month. This morning I had to go out & pass
forage at the cross roads a most interesting job. Having had so many months at an Agric. college I am looked
upon as an expert in this direction. The Army Service Corps in my humble opinion is the only Military Department
that has come through with flying colours. They have responded nobly to the call. Please dear acknowledge
receipt of enclosed draft & please dont forget to send it on to the Bank. It represents a part of your Hubby’s hard
earned money
Hughes & I have been doing a little waltz together round the room much to the maid’s delight. Please congrat M rs
Hart from me. This reminds me that I saw a man looking remarkably fit discharged from the Suffolks who had
been hit between the legs & one had been blown away, however this will make no difference to his married life.
8 Zeps left that night but of the gale but had to return so we must thank the wind. There are certain very secret
mechanical things being made somewhere in England. which are expected to have a determinating factor oin the
war. A form of armed motor, however no one is allowed near the machines so it is all in the dark*. It has been a
glorious hot day. but made us all feel very tired. Tell Lionel he must write to me & please dear see that he does.
Good bye love. I will let you know about the bungalow later
Always sweetheart your loving
Hubby
-------[* Tanks were named as such in Dec. 1915 and remained secret until being first deployed on 15 Sep. 1916 during
the Battle of the Somme. The vague reference made in this letter perhaps reflects contemporary awareness.]

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

24 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 019
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: The Manor House Hotel, Caister-on-Sea At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 2 Sep., 1916

My Sweetheart.
Just finished tea with Cecil & Buckmaster. Am going to dine with them at Yarmouth to-night. We have
been exploring around here 5 miles from Yarmouth. Rather tired. An order had just come through before I left
ordering me to Thetford about 50 miles inland from here to undergo a machine gun course. I am expected to
start next Monday day after tomorrow. Wait dear before writing me again. The course is about 14 days. Cecil
sends love.
Always your loving
Hubby.
I wish you were here dear it is a charming hotel.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

16 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 025
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Thetford
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 4 Sep., 1916

My Sweetheart.
Just arrived at Thetford we are located in huts & should be very comfy. ^My address Northern Army ‘ School of
Musketry . Thetford. One poor chap in my hut has neither huts blankets bed or camp kit of any kind. He received
no orders so I am fitting him up best I can when my things come up with the transport. Do you know that the L’
monitor’s 6” gun jammed at the 2nd shot & the Yarmouth was unable to fire more than two shots as her mast was
in the line of fire. Silly cuckoos. I hope that I shall do well on this schoolboy’s job bit it comes a little hard at my
time of life. However it may rejuvenate me & I like the machine gun. The air here is much softer & I think better
suited to me. There is the devil of a wind on which will keep off Zeps.
When I have done with this course I am to join the 68th Prov. Bat. at Pakefield 4 miles the other side of Lowestoft
at a place where I understand it is quite easy to get lodgings for one’s wife. Not far from Gislesham Rectory*
where Uncle W. gave me a letter of intro.
Much love to you all sweetheart.
Your loving . Hubby.

[* Misspelling for “Gisleham Rectory”.
See http://www.britishlistedbuildings.co.uk/en-282050-the-old-rectory-gisleham-suffolk.]

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

17 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 022
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: School of Musketry . Thetford, Norfolk At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 6 Sep., 1916 Wednesday

My Sweetheart. We have no time for anything in fact I fact I sit up rather late at nights writing up the prodigious
amount of notes we have to take during the day They keep our noses very close to the grind stone as however it
is the machine gun the most useful of all weapons one does not grumble. How splendid about that Zep. being
brought down & also no doubt the damaged parts belonged to the Zep. we saw at Lowestoft. This course lasts till
Friday fort-night They give leave off Saturday till Sunday night but I shall stay here & read up a bit as older men
dont take in things as quickly as youngsters & one has to put in more time. There are 19 officers all told besides
about 200 N.C.Os. I wish I was 10 years younger. Must go & write up notes. We live in hutments away in the
middle of the woods. The place is nice as far as I can see although I shant leave the precincts during the course.
Much love sweetheart
Your loving . Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

17 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 146
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 9 Sep., 1916

My Sweetheart. My school days continue till Friday week when I shall apply for leave from my new unit. Did I tell
you that they wired asking me for my new Xtian names which I had to wire The P.O. looked upon the wire no
doubt as a form of private code. I have to learn the intricate parts of a machine gun. We have to carry the gun
25lbs. so many yards mount it, load, fire & change magazines in a given time before we can pass. Then we have
notes on the organization, range finding & a host of other questions. It makes me think, but I am better here than
at Low by the sea. It is not so bad except that I have to work late & all Sunday. Please dear send enclosed to Bank
& ask them to pay on the due date 27th October & see that you get the receipt. otherwise there might be great
trouble if I suddenly died. Felicity might get nothing. The receipts should be sent to Keith. Just make a note of it.
Please just file the Rangoon. Gym. letter for future reference. Tell the boys to scout around for hoppers it is
excellent training. Stick up a notice “Beware of the dog” – Poor Cecil. D. I feel sorry for him. It would’nt be a bad
thing to have them again as the boys get on well & it is good for them all. One day Mrs D. will suffer for her
favouritism. Why not mention it to her diplomatically. To whom did the strange horse belong? Has Mrs Hoare
had any damsons & were they good?. Yes I got p.c. acknowledging cheque. That is a sweet photo of F.. I cannot
see how we can ‘spread out’ for some time to come unless my wifie presents the world with another little
hostage. You are doing splendidly with all the things. I often think of you all night (which is the only time I have)
& long to hold my loved one in my arms.
Always your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

17 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 147
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: School of Musketry . Thetford, Norfolk At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 10 Sep., 1916

My Sweetheart.
A friend & I walked down to Kirk at Thetford about 1¼ mile This is the first time that I have been off the place.
Such a charming service, the singing was delightful & I much enjoyed it. We returned late for supper. Since then I
have been sitting in the ante-room yarning with the boys. Quite happy. The grub & accommodation is much
better than that wretched golf club, however I shall not return there. but to the other side of Lowestoft, Pakefield
close to Heavy-Side Peat’s at Gissleham*. This work is very interesting but very hard at the same time it is not a
bad thing. To have your mind trained again to concentration. When the war is over I shall go to some hostel &
have the same on purely religious subjects. It must be wonderfully refreshing. Please dear write to Jo & ask her
to see if she can get a tenant for 6.M.P. after the family has done with it. This is very important
A chap tells me that they lighted up a portion of the front (far away from inhabs) close to his camp. Thas a trap for
Zeps. The Zeps came instantly & dropped nearly killing some of his men. The boats on the sea then fired at them
but no apparent damage was done. We each of us have to run with the gun ^50 yds mount,& load in a given time.
It is alright for these youngsters but I feel it rather. My Tommy’s activity has rather left me. God bless you sweet
wife. There is a good time coming . Much love from Hubby.
---------[* This is the Heaviside Peat family at Gisleham.]

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

17 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 015
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
th
At: 68 P.B.T.F., Kessingland, Lowestoft
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope; year deduced from contents

Dated: 29 Sep., 1916

To-day is your birthday & I expect that you are enjoying it. I arrived last evening took a cab out here about 34
miles, called at the main orderly room & found them all at dinner when they, the Major the Adjutant & two other
officers pressed me to sit down & were most hospital indeed, meanwhile they telephoned on to the Company
Comder of this Coy. who met me & showed me to my billet here which is most delightful Such a change after what
I have endured. A nice bed with sheets, a comfortable sitting room with bright fire & a dear landlady. Yes I have
fallen on my legs. Capt & Mrs Macnamara are very nice like-wise Parry-Jones the 1st lieut (an old 69th man), There
are three of us for 250 men & I have to take the Lewis gun. The only thing that troubles me is whether I shall
stand it. Cant write any more just now love. Much love to Eva, kiss my baba heaps to yourself dear,
Your loving
Hubby
--------

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

20 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 007
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 1 Oct., 1916

My Sweetheart.
Such a nuisance they have now sent me on another course in Lowestoft “Bayonet & Physical” exercises,
what they expect to get out of a man my age, Heaven only knows. It is certain that I know a good deal about
soldiering & I ought to do so after all this experience. My address will be. ChDrop the “2/Lt” please. E.J.F.Garnet
Man esq. C/O. 69th P.B.T.F. Lowestoft. for a fortnight. Now that Parry Jones is going to Crowborough & I am off to
Lowestoft our poor Captain Macnamara will be left with quite alone to look after 250 men during my absence. He
has his wife here & it was my intention to have invited you up but now Man proposes and God disposes, however
I expect & hope to return after the course but one never knows. Instead of being able to leave the army I appear
to be impressed more deeply into it. It must be nice for them all having a little girl like that to brighten them all
up. It will do poor old Eva good. Both Streatham & Buxton I hear have been rather badly damaged by that last
raid. To tell you the truth dear what with my blue waistcoat & my fur do, I scarcely need another w-coat although
a good stout ‘comforter’ something which I can wrap round my ears if needs be would suit me to the ground. We
had a parade since in the village Church which was very nice. The Parson a most ‘breezy’ individual in the pulpit &
no doubt a good man still not very attractive. Keep the papers enclosed dear very carefully.
Always your loving
Hubby.
Love & kisses to one & all.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

20 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 177
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 3? Oct., 1916
At: 32 Lyndhurst Rd., Lowestoft
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope; date deduced from content as between Oct. 1st and 5th.

c

/o.A. Oppenheimer
32. Lyndhurst Rd
Lowestoft

My Sweetheart.
You will see by above address that I have fallen on my feet. This place is close to our parade ground. All today we have been doing physical drill & bayonet exercise. Curiously enough I feel most uncommonly fit through it
all whether it is going to be so all through I cannot say. There is a great deal ^toremember in the physical although
the bayonet is much easier. Last night we had a Zep. over us, as she passed over no light was turned. The great
invulnerability of the engines haves not shown themitself yet. Poor devils how awful to burn in mid-air. Our new
officers of the 68th are very nice indeed Major Smith is a charming man (we have no Colonel at present) & we get
along very well indeed. My Capt. Macnamara also is a good chap. He & I will I expect run the Company together.
I hope so. A whole fortnight of this & it appears to do me good. No doubt the old public school training does me
a lot of good Am just going round to the orderly room to pick up Zep. information. Lots to learn dear & heaps to
do. Give my best love to Eva & all with you. Heaps of love dear.
Your loving
Hubby
----------

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

20 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 012
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: 32 Lyndhurst Rd., Lowestoft
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 5 Oct., 1916 Thursday

My Sweetheart.
All my letters must have gone astray as I have not had one since last Sunday & to-day is Thursday. The
Oppenheimers are very kind. We start work at 9.a.m. till 12. Physical & Bayonet exercise. I am the only officer as
the other two appear to have funked it. Personally I rather enjoy the course. The work would I think be rather
hard for the average man of my age but I must say that I have a deal to be thankful for, for the mere fact of
feeling fitter on it. Poor Mrs Oppenheimer does nothing but hunt new servants. They are out now & I have
promised to look after the little one. He is rather like John in some things, can sit down quietly with a book & say
nothing at other times he is a bit of a nusance. You should see us all charging across trenches with naked
bayonets sticking them into sacks or dummies it is great fun. It is curious but I do not suffer from my head when
undergoing this training. I hope dear wife that you are having a real good time & thoroughly enjoying yourself. I
feel happier now that the moon is up & that there is little fear from the clouds. Kiss the little girl from me & one
for Eva. Lots for yourself.
Your loving Hubby.
I shall get my letters in time, no doubt they are following me about.I expect.
I shall leave here about Saturday week

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

20 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 136
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 7 Oct., 1916
At: 32 Lyndhurst Rd., Lowestoft
At: 2 Northdown Avenue, Cliftonville, Margate
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

My Sweetheart. Have just returned from a delicious hot bath at the ‘Royal Hotel’, the bath here is under repair.
We have had a fairly strenuous time, 20 years ago I should have enjoyed it immensely., even now it does me no
harm except that one toe has gone a bit groggy. All the different letters have turned up a whole bundle from
different people. Tonight I am taking the Ops. to the theatre as they have been so kind taking me in under their
somewhat adverse conditions. It has started to blow & rain big guns there will be a storm before long.
Remember that there is £40. p.a. due for 7 years on L. reaching 14. likewise John. I will see about the photo when
I can find time but really dear it is difficult. Tell Eva I hope that some-day I may see her pretty drawing-room.
Why this awful mistrust of F. by E.? It is a pity. Surely dear it is possible for you to sow a little good seed.
Personally I should not say anything to F.. The right thing is to speak to Eva. It is so silly the way, they. arrange
things. good military courses are arranged & then they send crocks to learn. Good bye my love.
Lots of love.
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

20 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 137
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 10 Oct., 1916

My Sweetheart. Our ‘course’ is over on Saturday when I return to Kess ‘C’.Coy 68th Prov. Bat. Kessingland.
Lowestoft. I wrote to John yesterday. Be careful dear that you do not denude yourself of too much out of the
bank. The shares I sent to be sold have not yet been sold at my price 7/- they are 6/6 now but we shall get the
price. It is really great Sport at this work. We swing our arms about, play games & then charge at ‘dummes’ with
bayonets. We have five to 6 hours strenuous work. For one or two days, I have felt a bit off owing to drinking
coffee at breakfast now however it is wearing off. Is John’s buff-day to-day or to-morrow I am not sure?. Eva
must love having you there & the little girl will do her a world of good. Please give her my best love. M rs
Oppenheimer is a very clever woman & I like them both. He is so kind-hearted, very different to the moneygrabbing people one constantly meets up in this part. I hope shortly to approach my C.O. re being placed on the
retired reserve list yet at times I should feel sorry to leave all the boys, still there is lots of work to be done for the
family, work which ought to be done by some body. Must look up my exercises. The ‘aeroplanes’ awere up last
night practising with the s-lights, it looked very pretty. Much love dear.
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

20 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 112 Oct., 1916

My Sweetheart. I am not sure whether or no you have returned home. You told me a fortnight I think was your
time. No letter from you for a day or two. Tomorrow we commence our exams, just about the time when after
feelin 14 days hard physical work I feel a bit done yet I have to exercise extra pressure. Tomorrow I go to tea with
my old Colonel Perkins. Poor Mrs Oppenheimer, the house decorators are in the place besides my self & she has
to pay for another servant. She is a very nice woman, rebellious at time (so she says). I tell her that we all get
that feeling especially when one is tired. This life makes a man relish his own home more & those in it. I have
written a letter to my C.O. re. my intended retirement & shall see him on my return. Personally I much doubt if
they will let me go however I shall do my best. The photo you sent is certainly well taken but you look much too
‘saucy’ my love for anything & it is not flattering enough.
I have to learn up about bayonet fighting whilst the Opps. are out. I have been bothered once or twice with long
epistles from Bradley & H. over the estate
It might be possible for you to bring the little girl up later on if I am not allowed to leave. I should love to show
my two girls, wife & daughter to the regiment. My Capt Macnamara has his wife here she is not quite your sort
but he is a good chap what little I know of him.
Good night love
Your loving
Hubby

I leave here Saturday for ‘C’.Coy 68th P.B.T.F
Kessingland. Lowestoft.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

20 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 117
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 14 Oct., 1916
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope on the back of paper from the Royal Hotel, Lowestoft

The course over sweetheart & I have just had a cold warm bath & feel very very fit. For some unknown reason it
has made me wake up of a morning wanting to see you at my side. I suppose it is a sign that all is well. I return to
duty tonight & am rather sorry to leave the Ops. A certain draft (I forget the amount) for my ration allowance
was returned to me by our C. bank because there was a mistake in the drawing. The regiment sent it back to the
paymaster for his ‘initials’ & it should be returned direct to the bank. Please dear ask ^Bank if it was returned
alright?. I have forgotten the amount. Please remember this as I am loaded down with A.M’s work. from Bradley
& H. Dont mention about my trying to return to c. life. ‘Dolly’ had a letter in the Times on Saturday which was
very good. She writes that she has returned to Halstead. I know perfectly well that you could do the cooking for
Halstead & do it well too but you have a Hubby & the “bank” must be fed. How have you managed to pay off all?
Does this include for furniture from Hove.? Much love darling wife
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

22 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 160
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 20 Oct., 1916

Sweetheart.
The orderly room made out the necessary papers for my application & will support it so dear there is a chance
that the ‘warming-pan’ may be coming home but it takes a long time I am afraid to pass through the W.Office.
For many many reasons I shall regret it at the same time it is the right thing to do for I can do a great deal now at
home. I have a right to seek my home & my dear little wife. I got 65 marks out of 100 for my physical & bayonet
drill & the remarks “Very fair’. “This officer is too old for this kind of work” which is rather pathetic. It might have
been put a little less bluntly but still dear, I did not funk it like some other officers half my age. My Skipper said to
me ‘I wonder why you went’. Capt Macnamara is such a good chap & his wife improves on acquaintance. He at
least is one of the few Captains I know who can drill his men on manoeuvres consequently we get on well
together. I had to do my shooting on the range to-day I believe came out ahead of the whole Company. The
Sergt.Major was complimentary indeed. When I return of course your domestic duties will be greatly lightened. I
long to get on to those cup-boardsin my study. Your called you letter a lecture so I followed suit
It appears that some fool wrote home to his people an account of how we brought down the Zeps, these other
fools I believe handed it over to some foreign press papers who published it. It was a wicked thing to do. Yes
sweetheart you must try and get stouter, the wife should be fat & the poor over-worked hubby ought to be lean.
However when I come home we shall work it. Much love sweetheart
Always your loving
Nearly missed your train!!
Hubby
‘Draft’ is alright.
--------------Herbert is home I believe
-----------Have chimneys been swept.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

22 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 095
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 22 Oct., 1916 Sunday

As my C.O. is seedy, am comding Coy which gives me too much work for much writing. Have just returned from
H.Peate at Gisleham. Suggest that you should bring F. here next full moon. The ‘Peates’ are anxious to meet you.
Such a happy afternoon with them. Is ‘amber’ vegetable or mineral Will write tomorrow,
Love,
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

22 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 119
From: J
To: BEM
Dated: 28 Oct., 1916
At: Oakley Hall, Cirencester, Glos.
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope; year not given, but deduced and could be a later year; not
transcribed; L had apparently already gone to Rugby (year to be established)
Pelham House was evacuated to Oakley Hall

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

25 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 178
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
th
At: Kessingland, 68 P.B.T.F.
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 29 Oct., 1916

My Sweetheart.
Great excitement as the girl in the P.O. is to be married to a man in Ipswich. Motors are flashing by with their
whistles all going the moment they see the village folk turned out to see them. My Landlady is very interested
sheuch ^a nice young couple he is 40 & she is 32. They all gave my old Landlady a wave of the wand as they
passed. She is the fairy god mother of the place. calls everybody my dear. My idea of your coming with F. was to
leave Miss Souza with Emma, because you can get some-body to look after F. here quite quite easily & I know
that she would love it. As there appears to be a very small chance of my being father again to any more of my
children. I may as well be God-papa to my sisters and brothers. I dont know how many g-children I have got now.
Am expecting Symonds into tea but the weather is bad & he may not come. Also a card asking me over to
Gisleham may go there to supper. How about the apples & the grass? You have not mentioned them. I did not
know dear that we had had another baby since F. Yes Mrs Nashs son is a full corporal in Lowestoft. He is a very
good man
It is sad about Buckett at the ‘Bull’ if the man had joined up months ago the training would no doubt have
restored him. Am so glad you enjoyed having F. & W. Did she say or do anything about the outside.
Much love dear to you both.
Your loving.
Hubby
Write the names
of our God children in that big Bible.
Please forward
I cannot spell Kitty’s
name Cross ..........?*
[* This is evidently his sister Katherine Rosa Crosthwait, whose second child was three months old when this
letter was written and whose first was three years old. God-children are clearly a live topic.]

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

22 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 144
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At: Standen
Inclusions and comments: letter in envelope

Dated: 31 Oct., 1916

My Sweetheart.
A reply has come from Authority stating ‘that they cannot allow my transfer to the Reserve but that under
the circumstances, I might apply under a certain (quoting dates) Army Council Order”.1916. This I think means
that I could apply for leave afor a month or two like Mannington. Personally I am not sorry because it looks like
deserting the chaps. However I shall find out what is meant by the reference. first & then see. As regards your
coming here with F. I have no doubt that Miss D. would be only too delighted for a short rest with Emma alone.
That idea love can be wiped off. As regards your getting help here for F. that is quite feasable. Again as to
whether it would hurt F. I cant think it will as these rooms are very cosy & warm & her presence would help you
to while away the time. You would be quite safe in coming now at any time
The moon is just visible & the weather is too rough for Zepps. ‘Alright my love about grass & apples. No dear
January is too far away besides I have just received a copy of the Army Order which states that I can apply for one
month’s leave which I may or may not do. Dont bring Miss D. as the £3 for her ticket could secure a good girl for
F. without lodging expenses. As to bringing F. I leave trial to you. You can tell better than I can. You come along
as soon as possible anyway please.
Your loving,
Hub.

N <---> S
Straight along here for
Tram ends here.
3½ miles straight road
Take a cab at station drive
to Mrs Thacker. Swiss Cottage.
Church Road. Kessingland

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

23 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 003
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: The Vicarage, Kessingland, Lowestoft
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 31 Dec., 1916

My Sweetheart. The following are most important.
1) Send my life insurance receipt to Keith if they have deducted the value from the taxes. (Give this your
very best attention please)
2) On the back of the paper you wil marked 2. you will see where I want you to enter the ages & births of
the children, read the letter pinned inside carefully then send the letter & large paper to the address on
the addressed envelope at Maidstone.
3) The boys letters are for filing.
4) Paper marked 4. please put in Aunt Mary’s box.
Remember love that we have a heap of boxes to get back for 1916/7. The limit of income is raised from £700. to
£2000. & as we are considerably under £2000. we get lots. I told the Bank to keep the balance of the dividend
warrants till asked for.
Send me one photo each of the house also the latest of you & the boys. We change from 68th Provisional Bat. to
11th Bedford Regiment from 1st January. I have a great job of organising the guns Lewis guns of the Battalion.
Sorry dear but I lost that telegram you asked for. You will find Rugby House Master’s letter in the little drawer
marked “schools.”
I am like you dear. I dont sleep for a long time occasionally because you are not there.altho’ I dont feel the cold.
Write to Rugby first then approach Fosbery. Tell the Rugby master that I am on service. Has old Rofe spread that
manure. It should be done soon. Get the grate in the morning room renewed. Bicycle over to Hawkhurst &
interview old Clark or whom is the man with the agency in Benenden. I spend Monday 4.p.m. till 8.a.m. in the
orderly room of the Battalion. The type writer box has to be very strong. All Miss De Souza’s trouble come
because she does not chew her food. Be very careful love of all returns & income this year as we have a large
amount to get back.
God keep you all.
Your loving
Hubby.
Will write another less business letter later on Monday. Very comfy with the Vicar & his wife.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

23 July 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 004
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Kessingland
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 6 Jan., 1917

The Rectory, Kessingland

Jany 6th 1917

My Sweetheart. Yes I have received the Student in Arms’ & good it is. You dont know how busy I am but
forging gradually ahead. You will be bothered over the Tax papers soon, but this is very important as we shall
have I think a great deal to recover. You can claim relief of certain tax for the 6th months from the 5th April 1916 to
4th October 1916 or say 30th Sept please dear get out all your claims very very carefully. Here at least we have
something tangible to go on. Make out a list with warrants then copy it out on the paper you will receive from
Maidstone. You will have to go to Maidstone & then sleep at Rochester with Blandfords if you like. Sorry dear
but I cannot worry about posts in & out as I am so very busy. Put the boys letters in the ‘school’ drawer in my
desk. So glad to hear that Mrs H. has done the roses. Yes dear I did receive Wednesday’s letter. Dont dread the
Ded X sale, sometimes I dread my work here, but this means over-anxiety & I find that things go on alright. I also
am very glad you are not a society woman, they are not worth much.
God keep you sweet wife
Your loving
Hubby
[overleaf]
It is all
Lewis Guns for
Me now.
-------

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

11 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 009
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 8 Jan., 1917
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope; on Army Form C memorandum paper

In the Orderly Room.
My Sweetheart. A big mine has just exploded out at sea & set us all agog. I write in the Battalion Orderly room
as orderly officer till sunrise tomorrow. Dear one please take the enclosed letter to Maidstone & ask them to
help you with the papers & give it your best attention. I am sorry to trouble you but it will repay us. Stick to them
& worry them in the office also take the Life Insurance receipt with the Tax paper & ask them to deduct the
money which is a big amount. I confessed that our colonial Income is £20. but as you have returned it at £21.
odd, I accept the £21.
You might ask them about our children’s deductions also. Dont pay that colonial Tax of £5.5. until they have
deducted it^the Life Insurance. You can say that I have been away from home except for a few days^now & again since
August 1914.
Also dear take that roll for the 3 years with warrants in case they want to see it. If they want to see it they can
again.
Synopsis . 1.
Take old roll with warrants for 3 years.
2.
Take warrant colonial demand £5.5. with Life Insurance Warrant & ask that it should be
deducted. also enquire about children’s tax being deducted.
3.
Get the papers re six months deducted of tax.
o
I am writing to Gr/ to let you have warrants. also L. County & West Bank.
Some big buzz-fuzz of a General is coming to review us on Tuesday & tomorrow we have a Colonel’s parade. The
old Vicar & I have long talks together. She told me that she was a Parson’s daughter never accustomed to do
anything for herself & had to learn it all after marriage, but being of an artistic temperament she soon picked it
up. I must say that she is wonderful. He treats her at times very irritably much worse than I am. I told him that it
admonition was good but. one must praise as well. A thing which I am sorry to say I never did myself. One learns
a lot being billeted around & it should make one much kinder
Dear little wife, it must be a bit difficult out in there in the wilds of Benenden. That is a charming book ‘The
Student in Arms’. I will keep it for you. Authority has issued a proclamation calling upon us all to exercise str
ourselves strenuously in military matters. Evidently they expect things. God help you sweet wife, throughout this
year.
Your loving Hubby
I have always made out my Colonial Income at £20. per annum. That Ramsgate property does not count as I pay
nearly ^all of it to Stiven.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

12 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 005
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 10 Jan., 1917

Please take all this in very carefully
-----------------My Sweetheart.
That is sweet about F. refusing sugar. As she can do it I have stopped sugar in my tea.
Now as regards recovery of tax money. I enclosed you two letters one to send to Maidstone & the other take
yourself to the lawyers in Cranbrook. Ask Mr Hoare the name of the firm to which Major Eric Clark belongs,
‘Merton’ I think. Explain to them that you want to recover the tax for the six months from April 4 th 1916. to
October 3rd 1917. The lawyers will understand. Get them to give you a copy of the account when it is made up.
This will relieve you & give you some idea of how to make out the next 6 months to April 5th 1917.
Bicycle over to Cranbrook. Eric Clark is such a nice man late of the 5th Buffs. You have not sent me the Bank’s
note as to sale of Michigan United Bonds.
Yes dear let her have the house if you like. & you go to Hythe.
How does your Cranbrook bank stand. We are to get about £460 from sale of Michigan bonds. The £400 for New
War Loan & £60 placed to our credit. Remember also that we can exchange the old War Loan 4½% for the New
Loan 5¼%. (whatever it will be).
Much love dear one.
Your loving
Hubby
Go to Cranbrook when you have received papers from Maidstone. My income as a sub-lieutenant will have to be
paid.
As I have not paid my earned tax as sub-lieutenant there may not be much but it is worth the trouble just to see
how the lawyers make it out & we can then copy for the next 6 months.
Only be careful not to put my Colonial possessions at more than £21 pounds.
Also dear take all the papers re the house taxes paid for the last 32 years.
-------------------------------Extract from the solicitors’ current website:
“Buss Murton is one of the oldest law practices in Kent. We can trace an unbroken line back to one John Hassell
who in 1713 was working as an attorney in Cranbrook – where we still have an office. The Wealden firm of
Murton, Clark & Murton-Neale merged with Buss Stone & Co of Tunbridge Wells in the 1980s to form what is now
Buss Murton Law.”
Extract from what I wrote in 2013 for the University of Sussex Archaeological Society newsletter:
“On page 12 of http://www.britnumsoc.org/publications/Digital%20BNJ/pdfs/1965_BNJ_34_24.pdf from the
British Numismatic Society is a report of the inquest held on Sep. 14th. 1964 in the Old Schoolhouse (pictured) on
the green in Benenden, my home village. The coroner, a partner at Cranbrook solicitors Murton, Clarke &
Murton-Neale, was John Eric Clarke, with whom, unsuspected by either of us at that time, I was to become cotrustee of a family trust a dozen years later.”
The family trust just mentioned was set up in 1934 with the same solicitors by EJFGM to manage my mother’s
estate, after he had been swindled out of £5000 on board ship by a New Zealander offering shares in a fake gold
mine. The trust devolved upon my sister Jane Walton, née Durnford, and I have just completed progressively
unwinding it over twenty years.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

12 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 002
From: EJFM
To: BEM
At: Kessingford
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope; year deduced from context

Dated: 22 Jan., 1917

I shall not sleep until you have seen the Cranbrook lawyers re taxes. Make notes & take them with you.
Jany 22nd

Kessingford

I am very fond dear wife but why go & pay the Stores 4/3 when I have already paid them 8/6 for two, one for you &
one for me. Dont you know that the ‘Stores’ always demand payment before sending out things. Also I paid that
Dr’s bill from Hythe. Look through your bo the cheque ‘counterfoils’ right top drawer (large). Cox also through
the counterfoils of other banks cheques. I know I paid it. Please never pay my bills without first asking me. I only
wish that you were here to be shaken or kissed. Father has promised to go up to the War Office about me so
keep him up to it when you write . I want to go home as there is lots for me to do. ‘East Lynne’ is not the best of
all novels for a boy of L’s age. Mrs Forster had rather a shock when I told her. However I don’t suppose it will hurt
him much but it is a waste of time when there are much better books available. Old Forster & I had a heart to
heart talk & he told me that his ‘partner’ was quite as innocent as some other person I know. TShe thought that
little ones were conceived & born through the navel on the tum-tum. He made me roar with laughter over one or
two things. I will tell you one day when we meet. The £3.10. is I think my ration allowance paid in when I was at
home. You have over £260. in the Bank now I [end of page 1]
(Please notice how I use both sides of the paper).
see. & as we ought to get something more from A.M.’s estate soon
we shall be on sound ground again. It may interest you to know that I have sent for the Stores catalogue to
choose something nice for you now that the cash is coming in but if you are going to pay over again you shant
have it. Potatoes will be very scarce. My promotion will be some time in coming. Of course you pay twice
postage to my once considering you only write on one side – yah!
1) Please dear read enclosed carefully & forward & go go to Cranbrook lawyers.
2) Make a point of answering my letters at my desk & keeping all this business correspondence there. Keeping
my letter or letters in front of you as you reply. I always do this with yours
3) The boys few pounds in old war loan should be changed at P.O. unless the Bank has the scrip.
Good bye darling wife. Come here as soon as you can now that you are flush with cash. I want you.
Your loving
Hubby
Dont enter my Colonial possessions above £21. (this is most important) £21. per annum for 3 years service
Taxes are recoverable from April 5th 1916 for six months. My income as 2/Lt must be entered.

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

11 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 006
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
Dated: 10 Feb., 1917
At:
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope; on Army Form C memorandum paper

My Sweetheart. If you are going to chum with Mrs Hoare will you please have my writing desk & all papers
including A.M.’s estate papers carted over there bodily, also those beautiful carvings in the drawing-room the
shrine especially put away so that it will not be broken Also dear heart I do hope that those tax papers have been
properly worked out & sent on by the lawyers. They are waiting before deducting my earned tax from my Lieut’s
pay to place it against the money they have to pay us on rebate. So there is some hurry. There is nothing I should
like better than to be able to see you free for a time because it will set is more likely to bring you here, as it will be
a very long time before I shall get leave after that month away, at the same time the hardest struggle of the war is
now coming & the women & children, at least those in Country homes are better in their own houses in their own
homes. Potatoes at this time are usually £5 per ton they are now quoted at £17.10. & will go higher. What an
awful pity about ours, it is simply heart-breaking. That old ass of a Rolfe should have known. That is just what he
is paid for. It is not a very difficult matter to see which are touched, I think, at least it used not to be in Canada.
The touched ones should be separated & quickly eaten, the others kept well covered. So long as there is snow on
the ground, hard frosts do not as a rule kill the green vegetables. The snow keeps the roots warm. Ask Mr Hoare
to go over the potatoes or perhaps J. Weston will do it. If Father gets me free from this which is not I think likely, I
shall go & stay in London & enjoy myself.! That A.M.’s estate is an awful bother, this + the house + my work as
Lewis Gun officer gives me at times the most awful heads & if it was not for the Forsters who are very kind
indeed, I think I should drop. I write this on guard in the orderly room. Our young beggar of a sub lieutenant
(ahem! I’m of course a full lieu-tenant). got a friend to wire to him “Mabel home from China. Can you come”,
which he said was his sister. He got leave for a few days. Now we hear that he has no sister & she never came
from China. There will be trouble on his return. To-day I fired my 400yds range down the beach & wanted to
proceed on Monday, but I am told off for two courts of enquiry & there is I believe possibilities of further
promotion for your humble servant. No papers through from London tonight & I hear that the trams are all held
up which may mean all sorts of things. Mrs Forster lent me the ‘choir Invisible’ what a charming book it is. She is
very anxious to meet you, you are the youngest & she the eldest daughter of a clergyman. She is very anxious
also to meet Felicity of whom she hears a great deal. Her little girl is very nervous & the little boy is most
remarkably clever. A very unique child if his sight has not developed, his brain most certainly has . The poor little
chap may go blind . How she worships the boy.
Give my love to Felicity & much to yourself.
Your loving but
Tired & upset
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford

10 June 2014
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WW1 correspondence to B. E. Man – transcription of 008
From: EJFGM
To: BEM
At: Lowestoft
At:
Inclusions and comments: letter without envelope

Dated: 25 May, 1917

11th Bedfords
East Nook
Pakefield
Lowestoft

May 25th 1917.

My Sweetheart.
Herewith is your long promised letter but really I have been so busy I can scarcely find time to eat. There
have been great ructions going on here two officers have demanded to see the General, who came here to-day,
when they had a long confabulation the outcome of which is that one Captain (my Captain of ‘B’ Coy) will have to
go & the other has not improved his prospects. I did not tell you that I had been transferred to ‘B’ from ‘C’ Coy &
my Captain Hudson, such ^a dear, kind man but such an unmitigated fool of a soldier you never saw. Personally I
am glad if he really has to go as he will only get us both all into trouble through his own incompetence. Now dear
to Business Lionel’s baptismal certificate is in one of tiney weeny drawers in the bureau, the right side. If you
cannot find it, ask Father to write a letter for you as he did I think once before. I have not seen the Invest. R.
warrant. If you cannot find it, write & ask the Coy for a duplicate, they will always give you one. Herewith the
boys letters I can scarcely believe that Lionel wrote drew that Coat of Arms, it is extraordinarily well done. I am
rather amused at his compliment to Miss De Souza in his letter. I feel happy now that I know you can appeal to
Mr Bull about the garden, write & thank him. He is a rock & more stable than many of your immediate
neighbours Please dear give my love to Eva (don’t forget this) I am writing to John so dear please point out to
Lionel that it is his duty not to say whether he has a good master or not. Tell him we don’t pay high fees for him
to say. Just I returned from Lowestoft yesterday with a pair of drawers under my arm. Your parcel o with drawers
was handed to me in the door by post. We never had any thunder storm here but the guns are now booming
hard. Dear little Felicity “By Jove” is not bad for her. I hear that ‘Marconi’ has some patent for dealing with submarines. I have a nice letter from Rosemary which of course must be answered. Much love sweet wife. Kiss my
little one.
Your loving
Hubby

Transcribed by Stephen Durnford
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